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ABSTRACT
Ice and snow accretion on insulators has been recognized as a significant risk factor in
the reliability of overhead transmission lines and substations. Accumulated ice on insulators can
initiate corona discharge along ice-free zones, often called air gaps. In the presence of a highly
conductive water film on the surface of the ice, while applied voltage is sufficiently high, corona
discharge activity may be initiated and developed into partial arcs. Under certain conditions,
these partial arcs may result in complete flashover.
The general objective of this research is to study the flashover phenomenon on icecovered extra-high-voltage (EHV) post insulators. Hence, a two-arc dynamic model based on the
existing mathematical models was proposed to predict the parameters of AC and DC flashovers.
The model considers the arc as time-dependent impedance constituted of a resistance in series
with an inductance. The residual ice layer is defined in terms of an equivalent resistance, where
the equivalent surface conductivity is calculated by taking into account the water film flowing
along the ice surface. The present contribution proposes a novel approach to determine the
equivalent surface conductivity, based on fluid mechanics and the Navier-Stokes equations, as
well as on a series of experiments carried out to measure the water film flow rate and
conductivity.
Moreover, the mechanisms of discharge initiation and arc development on the surface of
the ice accumulated on the insulators were studied. Special attention was paid to evaluate the
effect of the volume conductivity of the ice surface on the arc propagation velocity for different
freezing water conductivities, using high-speed video camera techniques.
The proposed models were successfully validated in laboratory using station post
insulators - typically used in Hydro-Quebec 735 kV substations - under AC and DC voltages.
The maximum AC and DC withstand voltages were experimentally determined based on IEEE
Std 1783. Furthermore, the influence of the number and position of air gaps on the flashover
performance of ice-covered insulators was investigated experimentally. Experimental results
revealed that the air gap configuration affects the maximum withstand voltage significantly. The
main characteristics of flashover, including minimum flashover voltage and leakage current,
derived from the proposed two-arc dynamic model, respond properly to the variation of major
parameters, namely, insulator length and freezing water conductivity.
Finally, in order to interpret the performance of insulators under different air gap
positions, the voltage and electric field distributions along the ice-covered insulator were
simulated numerically during the melting period, using the Finite Element Method (FEM).
Simulations results confirm that increasing the number of air gaps improves the maximum
withstand voltage and uniformity of voltage distribution of EHV post insulators. Based on the
results, the use of booster sheds and grading rings to improve the insulating performance of post
insulators under icing conditions is recommended.
This research may be regarded as an important basis for the development of multi-arc
models and a powerful tool for the design and selection of EHV insulators subjected to ice
accretion.
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RESUME
L'accumulation de glace et de neige sur les isolateurs a été reconnue comme l'un facteur de
risque les plus importants dans la fiabilité des lignes de transmission aériennes et des postes
électriques. La glace accumulée sur les isolateurs peut amorcer des décharges électriques le long des
zones exempts de glace, souvent appelés espaces d'air. En présence d'un film d'eau très conducteur à
la surface de la glace, sous une tension appliquée suffisamment élevée, des décharges partielles
peuvent être initiées et se développer en arcs partiels. Sous certaines conditions, ces arcs partiels
peuvent entraîner le contournement total de la chaîne d'isolateurs et provoquer des pannes
d'électricité.
L'objectif général de cette recherche est d'étudier le phénomène du contournement électrique
des isolateurs de poste extra-haute tension (THT) recouverts de glace. Ainsi, des modèles
dynamiques à deux arc, basées sur des modèles mathématiques existants a été proposé pour prédire
les paramètres du contournement en courant continu (CC) et alternatif (CA). Le modèle considère
l'arc comme une impédance dépendant du temps, constituée d'une résistance en série avec une
inductance. La couche de glace résiduelle est définie en termes de résistance équivalente, où la
conductivité surfacique équivalente est calculée en tenant compte du film d'eau coulant à la surface
de la glace. La présente contribution propose une nouvelle approche permettant de déterminer la
conductivité surfacique équivalente. Cette approche est basée sur des concepts de mécanique des
fluides incluant les équations de Navier-Stokes, ainsi que sur une série d'expériences menées pour
quantifier le débit du film d'eau et la conductivité surfacique équivalente.
De plus, les mécanismes à l'origine de l'amorçage des décharges et du développement de l'arc
sur la surface de la glace accumulée sur les isolateurs ont été étudiés. Une attention particulière a été
accordée à l'évaluation de l'effet de la conductivité volumique de la surface de la glace sur la vitesse
de propagation de l'arc pour différentes conductivités de l'eau de congélation, en utilisant des
techniques d'enregistrement par caméras vidéo à haute vitesse.
Les modèles proposés ont été validés avec succès en laboratoire sur des isolateurs de poste généralement utilisés dans Hydro-Québec 735 kV - sous tensions CA et CC. La tension de tenue
maximale en CC et CA ont été déterminées expérimentalement basés sur la norme IEEE Std 1783.
En outre, l'influence du nombre et la position des intervalles d'air sur le contournement des isolateurs
recouverts de glace a été étudiée expérimentalement. Les résultats expérimentaux ont montré que la
configuration des espaces d'air affecte significativement la tension de tenue maximale. Les
principales caractéristiques de contournement, comprenant la tension minimale de contournement et
le courant de fuite, prédits par le modèle dynamique à deux arc proposé, concordent à la variation des
principaux paramètres, à savoir, la longueur de 'isolateur et la conductivité de l'eau de congélation.
Enfin, pour interpréter la performance des isolateurs sous différentes positions des espaces
d'air, les distributions de champ électrique et tension le long de l'isolateur recouvert de glace ont été
simulés numériquement au cours de la période de fonte, en utilisant la méthode des éléments finis
(MEF). Les résultats de simulations confirment que l'augmentation du nombre d'espace d'air
améliore la tension de tenue maximale ainsi que l'uniformité de la distribution de tension le long des
isolateurs de poste THT. Selon les résultats obtenus, l'utilisation des jupes d'appoint (booster sheds)
et anneaux de garde pour améliorer les performances d'isolation des isolateurs de poste dans des
conditions de givrage est recommandé.
Cette recherche peut être considérée comme une base importante pour le développement de
modèles multi-arc et un outil puissant pour la conception et le choix des isolateurs THT soumis à
l'accumulation de glace.
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INTRODUCTION

CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
1.1. Overview
Delivering a reliable power supply to consumers has always been the main objective of
any power utility from both technical and economic viewpoints. As power networks are
expanding and the voltage level of transmission lines is being increased, the performance of
outdoor insulators plays an increasingly important role in assuring the secure operation of power
systems. The insulator performs dual functions, i.e. mechanical and electrical. Indeed, an
insulator as a component of power networks at three levels, i.e. production, distribution and
transmission, has to support an energized conductor physically and keeps it electrically isolated
from other conductors or grounded structures for an indefinite period of time.

All insulators have external surfaces which will be subjected to various atmospheric
conditions. Atmospheric icing of power transmission systems is now well-known to be a serious
problem in many cold regions of the world. The power outages caused by flashover on insulators
due to the combination of atmospheric ice and pollution have been reported in many cold climate
countries in North America [1], [2], [3], [4], [5] as well as in many cold climate countries of
Europe [6], [7], [8], [9] and Asia [10], [11], [12]. Under such conditions, in addition to the
mechanical damage due to the excessive static and dynamic loads created by the combination of
atmospheric ice and wind, the electrical performance of insulators may be adversely affected.
Under certain conditions, a concomitant drastic decrease in the electrical insulation strength can
lead to insulator flashover and consequent power outages [13], [14].

Due to the similarity between the mechanisms of the flashover phenomena on polluted
and iced insulators, the hypothesis considered for arc propagation along polluted insulators was
used to explain electrical discharge mechanisms on ice-covered insulator surfaces.

Recall that for polluted insulators, the dry contaminant layer on insulator surfaces
becomes conductive when exposed to light rain, fog or dew. As wetting progresses, the growth
of leakage current dries the conducting layer and forms dry bands around the areas of high
current density. Due to these dry bands, the current flow cannot cross the insulator surface, and
consequently most of the applied voltage appears across these narrow dry bands. If the electric
field along the dry bands exceeds its dielectric strength, an arc is initiated and may lead to
flashover [15], [16], [17].

In order to improve our understanding of discharge initiation on an iced insulator surface
and its development into a flashover arc, a research program was set up under the auspices of the
NSERC / Hydro-Quebec / UQAC Industrial Chair on Atmospheric Icing of Power Network
Equipment (CIGELE) and Canada Research Chair on Engineering of Power Network
Atmospheric Icing (INGIVRE) at the Université du Québec à Chicoutimi. The insulating
performance of ice-covered equipment is an extremely complex phenomenon resulting from the
interaction between the following factors: a decrease in effective leakage distance caused by ice
bridging, an increase in surface conductivity caused by the presence of a water film, the presence
of a pollution layer on the surface of the insulator, and the formation of air gaps [18], [19].
However, it is well established that several ice parameters, including type, density, amount and
distribution, as well as the conductivity of applied water, may also have a significant influence
on flashover voltage [20], [21].

The mechanisms of flashover on ice-covered insulators are not yet fully understood.
From field observations as well as from laboratory investigations, it has been found that the
flashover of insulators covered with a very thick layer of ice is not an instantaneous
phenomenon, although it results from a process involving ice and discharges. Hence, the
flashover process can generally be summarized as follows [19], [22], [23], [24]. Following ice
accretion, several sections of the insulators, especially the areas near the electrodes, may become
free of ice mainly due to sunshine or the heating effect of partial discharges as well as nonuniform distribution of applied voltage along the insulator. These ice-free zones are referred to as
air gaps. The presence of a water film on the surface of the ice is an essential factor for an arc to
propagate on an ice-covered insulator. This water film can be produced by many factors, such as
wet ice accretion, condensation, the heating effect of leakage current and partial arcs or, in many
cases, by a rise in air temperature or the effect of sunshine. The high conductivity of water film,
due to the rejection of impurities from the solid part of ice toward its surface during
solidification, and by pollution of the water and ice surface from corona discharge by-products,
leads to voltage drops across the air gaps [19], [25]. If the voltage strength across the air gaps is
high enough, corona discharges are initiated, leading to the development of partial arcs at these
zones. This may cause an increase in leakage current and consequent ice melting rate. If the
leakage current continues to increase, an unstable white arc will form along the insulator. When
the white arc reaches its critical length [26], flashover occurs along the whole insulator string.

In order to study the mechanism of arc propagation over an ice surface [27], [28] and
estimate the critical flashover voltage [18], [22], [29], [30], different static and dynamic models
were originally established under AC and DC voltages [26], [31], [32], [33]. Contrary to static
models which calculate the critical flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators, dynamic models

can contribute to a better understanding of the discharge mechanisms involved in the time
dependent evolution of the main parameters of the flashover.

One of the problems facing governments and utilities today is how to supply large
amounts of electrical energy efficiently to growing populations with a minimal impact on the
environment. Transmission lines sometimes have to cross long distances under severe climate
conditions. Ultra High Voltage (UHV) and Extra High Voltage (EHV) offer the promise to meet
this challenge. An extension of this technology is the challenge of keeping the performance of
equipment up to par, especially under adverse conditions like icing. Despite several efforts on
this topic, many aspects of the flashover phenomena of ice-covered insulators, particularly for
extra high voltage AC and DC insulators are still not well understood. Indeed, in such a case,
more than one partial arc is observed during flashover. The necessity of a two-arc dynamic
model representing the behavior of electric arcs on long ice-covered insulators is therefore
inevitable. Also, due to the limiting conditions of available laboratory facilities, experimental
results for the flashover voltage of full scale insulators under icing conditions are limited.
Therefore, this situation makes it difficult to validate the existing models to long ice-covered
insulators. Hence, further studies are required to advance knowledge on this phenomenon and
develop current mathematical models, applicable to long ice-covered insulators under AC and
DC voltages.

1.2. Research objectives
Generally, the overall objective of this thesis is to improve our understanding of the AC
and DC flashover phenomena occurring on ice-covered insulators. To achieve this aim, the
existing dynamic mathematical models developed at CIGELE should be improved for predicting

the flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators used on EHV and UHV DC and AC transmission
lines and their substations. Hence, the specific objectives of this research can be classified in two
parts; experiments and simulations, as follows:

1.2.1. Experiments

•

Experimental observation of the arc propagation on ice-covered EHV insulators

The velocity of arc propagation on ice-covered post insulator surface, considering the
effect of water film conductivity under AC and DC voltage, is an important parameter that will
help closing major gaps in our understanding. Another important aspect to regard is
identification of the number of arcs relative to insulator length. These investigations provided
fundamental information for understanding the different behaviors of ice-covered insulators
under different voltage types and polarities.

•

Determination of the minimum flashover voltage of a short insulator covered with
ice under DC and AC service voltages

A series of experiments was carried out for both AC and DC voltages under high speed
wind velocity to investigate the effect of voltage type and polarity on the minimum flashover
voltage.

•

Investigation of the flashover performance of full-scale EHV insulators covered with
ice under AC and DC service voltages

The aim of this part is to describe the performance of insulators used for AC and DC
EHV networks. Moreover, the effect of air gap numbers and positions on minimum flashover

voltage of insulators was investigated. This might suggest an optimized configuration of air gaps
which can be used for installation of booster sheds on insulators.

•

Measurement of the water film flow rate and conductivity

Some experimental attempts were performed to measure the variation of water film flow
and its conductivity to determine water film thickness as well as the equivalent surface
conductivity. These investigations may provide a more accurate estimation of residual ice
resistance distributed along insulators.

1.2.2. Simulations

•

Computing the potential and electrical field distributions around an ice-covered
insulator

In order to interpret the effect of the number of air gaps and their position on the
minimum DC and AC flashover voltages, voltage distribution along the ice-covered insulator
under different air gap positions were calculated using the Finite Element Method (FEM) based
software.

•

Establishing a relationship between the equivalent surface conductivity and the
freezing water conductivity during a melting period

In order to improve the existing models, a novel method was presented to determine the
equivalent surface conductivity based on fluid mechanics concept under both AC and DC
voltages.
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•

Establishing a two-arc dynamic model

Based on the available models and those presented for polluted insulators, a two-arc
mathematical model allowing the prediction of the minimum flashover voltage of ice-covered
insulators for EHV AC and DC networks was developed. The flowchart of the developed model
should allow the prediction of important flashover characteristics such as leakage current and
minimum flashover voltage. Finally, the proposed model was validated against the experimental
data.

1.3. Methodology
To achieve the above objectives, this study is based on both computational and
experimental investigations at CIGELE laboratory. The proposed methodology is briefly
described as follows.

A series of tests was carried out to determine the flashover voltage and to investigate the
relationship between the variations of freezing water conductivities and ice-covered insulator
flashover voltages using a high voltage source and a data acquisition system. For this purpose,
wet-grown ice with predetermined thickness was accumulated on the surface of an insulator
using several expected freezing water conductivities and dry arc distances. In order to investigate
the effect of air gap numbers and positions, once the ice thickness on the post insulator reached a
desirable value, the icing process was stopped and then the air gaps, normally 7-8% of
insulator's length were artificially created by removing ice at the given positions. Shortly after
air gap creation, flashover voltage was applied to the ice-covered insulator based on IEEE Std
8

1783 [34]. Maximum withstand voltage, Vws is considered to be the maximum voltage at which
flashover does not occur in at least three tests out of four. The minimum flashover voltage, VMF
corresponded to a voltage level higher than Vws-

In order to interpret the effect of air gap positions and numbers on the experimental
results, the potential distribution along an ice-covered station post insulator was calculated
during a melting period using the Finite Element Method (FEM). An actual ice-covered station
post insulator assuming uniformly accumulated with ice was simulated. The potential and
electric field distributions were computed on a vertical plane cutting the insulator into four
symmetrical parts.

In order to estimate instantaneous flashover behavior under relevant conditions, it is
necessary to develop an appropriate dynamic model. Therefore, in this regard, a relationship
between electrical surface conductivity and freezing water conductivity during melting period
under both DC and AC voltages was established. Hence two parameters that play an important
role in the accuracy of surface conductivity, thickness and conductivity of the water film on ice
surfaces were measured.

Incidentally, a traditional method has been used to date. This method consists in
recovering water resulting from the melting ice by a plastic pipe which conveys it to a tray where
several glasses of water are stored. The conductivity of this water is measured by using the
conductivity meter (Model SC 72), and then recorded. This conductivity measurement system
makes it possible to measure in a precise way the conductivity of the water film during the
melting regime. Water film thickness, as an effective factor on surface conductivity, can be
determined through an approach similar to that presented by Fox [35] in fluid mechanics

concept. It is assumed that the water flows downward along the insulator under the influence of
gravity.

Using an appropriate mathematical model is probably one of the most efficient ways of
estimating the minimum flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators. Since the instantaneous
behavior of arc parameters needs to be observed, a dynamic model must be developed based on
equations and information related to the dynamic behavior of the arc [32], [33] as well as on the
consideration of static multi-arc concepts [36] under DC and AC voltages. Therefore, to reach
this goal, an AC and DC two-arc dynamic model was developed to analyze the flashover of icecovered insulators used under EHV network. Finally, the proposed model was validated by
experimental tests carried out on real insulators covered with artificial ice at CIGELE.

1.4. Statement of the originality of the thesis
The lack of mathematical models for forecasting the electrical flashover performance of
long insulators under icing conditions has motivated the present study, which aims at developing
reliable dynamic models to investigate the AC and DC flashover phenomena. Such models
would do away with the need for performing foil scale high-cost tests on ice-covered insulators
which require major infrastructures and a highly specialized team of engineers and technicians.
Also, the fast development of HVAC and HVDC projects has been well recognized worldwide
due to several economic and technical advantages. The development of this technology and
related performance of equipment could be seriously threatened by severe icing conditions.
Therefore, the proposed model will be unique and may allow a more appropriate design of EHV
insulators under icing conditions.
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1.5. Structure of the thesis
This dissertation discusses major topics dealing with modeling of flashover of icecovered insulators, as follows:

Chapter 1 presents overall information related to the problematic, research objectives and
originality and offers a brief description of the methodology of this PhD thesis.

Chapter 2 recalls the flashover mechanisms of ice-covered insulators along with the effect
of major parameters influencing the flashover voltage. Moreover, a survey of the mathematical
models for predicting the flashover voltage of polluted and ice-covered insulators is introduced.

Chapter 3 describes the test facilities and the methodology for performing the
experiments in the laboratory.

Chapter 4 presents and discusses the experimental results.

Chapter 5 focuses on the modeling of the flashover of ice-covered insulators.

Chapter 6 provides a comparison between the simulated results and those obtained from
experiments. Furthermore, numerical simulations by FEM will be presented to explain the role of
air gaps in the performance of ice-covered insulators.

Chapter 7 provides the general conclusions of this work and also highlights several
recommendations for future researches.
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
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CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW
•2.1 • Introduction
Due to the continuous increase of energy demand, long distance power transmission lines
and high voltage substations have been widely used in power networks. Hence, the performance
of outdoor insulators as one of the main and essential devices in the power network is playing a
vital role for the safe operation of overhead power transmission lines and related substations.
From the electrical viewpoint, the main function of insulators is to withstand electrical stress
with a low failure probability under the environmental and meteorological conditions to which
they are subjected. Over recent decades, atmospheric ice accretion has been recognized to be a
serious threat to power transmission lines. Therefore, it has been the subject of many
investigations with the aim of improving understanding of the icing phenomenon and the
atmospheric factors influencing the electrical performance of insulators under icing conditions.
Therefore, a review of the literature pertinent to this thesis is presented in this chapter. The first
part of this chapter provides a brief review of the theoretical studies and experimental
investigations on the mechanism of ice accretion on an insulator surface, flashover of icecovered surfaces and the effects of atmospheric parameters on insulator performance. Then, the
present chapter continues with the review of basic flashover modeling of insulators under
pollution conditions. Lastly, the current dynamic and static models developed to predict
flashover parameters of ice-covered insulator surfaces are presented.
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2.2. Mechanism of ice accretion on insulator surface
Natural atmospheric ice deposits on insulators mainly result from a variety of conditions
including hoarfrost caused by condensation of water vapor on cold surfaces, in-cloud icing
involving the freezing of suspended super-cooled droplets in clouds or fog, and precipitation
icing resulting from freezing rain and drizzle, as well as wet and dry snow [14], [20].

The mechanism of ice accretion on various insulator types depends on the environmental
conditions, such as air temperature, wind velocity, water droplet size, and liquid water content.
Based on the investigations carried out by Imai [37], Oguchi [38] and Kuroiwa [39], [40], three
types of ice, namely hard rime, soft rime and glaze, under different atmospheric conditions were
formed on the insulator surface and other energized equipment of the power network. Hard rime
is opaque and has a density between 0.6 and 0.9 g/cm3. Soft rime is white and opaque, with a
density less than 0.6 g/cm3. Glaze is transparent and has a relatively high density of about 0.9
g/cm3. The main characteristics of the above mentioned ice types are summarized in Table 2.1.

Table 2.1 Characteristics of ice formed on structures [20].
Type of ice

Density (g/cm 3 )

Appearance

Shape

Glaze

0.8-0.9

Transparent and clear

Cylindrical icicles

Hard rime

0.6-0.9

Opaque

Eccentric pennants into wind

Soft rime

<0.6

White and opaque

Feathery and granular
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The studies of the icing phenomenon have also been extended to the investigations of
electrical performance of insulators. With the aim of investigating the flashover of ice-covered
insulators, a variety of ice types was formed in the climate chamber of the high voltage
laboratory of CIGELE, UQAC. Two regimes of icing, dry and wet, were used by Farzaneh et al
to investigate the performance of ice-covered insulators [22], [30], [41], [42]. The ice grown
process is referred to a dry regime when the ice deposit temperature remains below 0°C. Both
hard rime and soft rime ice were grown under a dry regime [18], [39], [43]. Under the dry
regime, all the water droplets impinging on an insulator surface were completely frozen. In
contrast, glaze is grown under a wet regime at a temperature of 0°C where icicles can be formed
around the insulator sheds [18], [39], [43]. This type of ice deposition simulated ice accretion
during freezing rain precipitation.

2.3. Conductivity of ice surface
It is well acknowledged that flashover characteristics of an insulator are affected by the
ice surface properties. Over the last few decades, ice surface properties have been the subject of
many scientific studies from chemical and mechanical point of views. Faraday observed that the
surface layers of ice crystals, at temperatures near melting point, have physical properties which
seem to differ considerably from those of the bulk [44]. Much of the research in recent decades
has been carried out on the topic of ice surface conductivity. Experimental results showed that
ice surface has electrical conductivity which varies in the range of 10~n to 10~8 S, even with a
small amount of impurities in ice [45], [46], [47], [48], [49], [50]. Another approach to studying
ice surfaces is through observing the thickness of the liquid-like layer on the surface at
temperatures close to the melting point of ice. Over the past few decades, several techniques
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such as semi-quantitative thermodynamic modeling [51], proton backscattering [52], optical
ellipsometry [53], X-ray diffraction [54], molecular dynamics calculations [55], atomic force
microscopy [56], photoelectron spectroscopy [57] and infrared spectroscopy [58] have been used
to measure the thickness of the liquid-like layer. The thickness measurements of this thin surface
melting layer reveal a remarkable variation up to 200 nm depending on the experimental
condition, the nature of the ice samples and environment temperature.

The presence of a water film on the ice surface accreted on an insulator string is one of
the main conditions for flashover to occur. The water film on the ice surface of an energized
insulator submitted to icing condition can be produced not only by a rise in air temperature, wet
ice accretion, condensation or the effect of sunshine but also by many other factors, including the
heating effect of leakage current and partial arcs [14], [19]. The high conductivity of the water
film is caused by the rejection of ionic impurities from the bulk ice toward its surface during
solidification/freezing process. This increase in conductivity can also be related to pollution of
the ice surface by corona discharge by-products. As a consequence, the voltage drop across the
air gaps increases [19], [25]. If the electric field across the air gaps is high enough, an arc
propagating along the ice surface of the insulator may lead to flashover. Experimental results
obtained by P. G. Buchan et al. showed that wet ice can be considered to have both volume and
surface conductivity [59]. H. T. Bui noticed that the value of the electrical resistance of ice
during the icing period is higher than that of the de-icing period [60]. Sugawara et al. showed
that the average conductivity of the water film on the bottom of ice plates is approximately 2.5
times higher than the applied conductivity [61]. Over the last years, the CIGELE research group
has investigated leakage current distribution and the corresponding surface conductivity using a
triangular ice sample. It was observed that at 0°C, water film thickness and leakage current are
16

not uniformly distributed. However, when the air temperature is higher than 2.5°C, the
distribution of leakage current is uniform [62]. Also, it was found that the current flows through
both the inner and the outer interface of the ice [63]. The range of the conductivity of dripping
water was reported to be 5 to 11 times greater than that of applied water conductivity [64].
Moreover, it was observed that surface conductivity of the ice increases rapidly with an increase
in applied voltage [65].

2.3.1. Electrical surface conductivity of ice
The flashover process on an ice surface is a fonction of the distributed resistance of an ice
layer built up in parallel with the leakage resistance of an insulator. For a uniform water film on
a rectangular slab ice layer having a length L and width W5 the total ice layer resistance R can be
expressed as the parallel combination of two terms, as follows [24]:
L
R=

[

1

1

(2.1)

where O[ce is the conductivity of the ice, hj ce is the thickness of the ice layer, crwater *s the
conductivity of the surface film of water, and h fi i m is the thickness of the surface film of water
on the ice.

The term o>waterhfiim is normally expressed as a product, defined as the equivalent
surface conductivity, y e . As the water film conductivity, a wa ter *s typically 100-300 times
higher than that of dry ice, for typical ice layers, this term will dominate the equivalent bulk
conductivity [66]. Farzaneh et al. [26], [31] carried out a series of tests to determine the electrical
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surface conductivity ye based on measured values of the resistance R(x) of a thin triangular ice
sample. The value of electrical surface conductivity was found to vary with applied water
conductivity 020 over the range of 1-200 jiS/cm for AC and 1-300 (iiS/cm for DC voltage as
shown in Figures 2.1 and 2.2.
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Figure 2.1. Relationship between electrical surface conductivity and applied water conductivity under AC
voltage [26].
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conductivity of freezing water, fiS/crn

(b)
(a)
Figure 2.2. Relationship between electrical surface conductivity and applied water conductivity, (a) DC+, (b)
DC- [31].
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2.4. Flashover mechanisms of ice-covered insulators
Researchers do agree that ice surface flashover resulting from an interaction involving
service voltage, wet and polluted ice surface, presence of air gaps at the ice surface,
environmental conditions, and the geometry of the insulators is a complex phenomenon [6], [18],
[19], [22], [23], [29], [67], [68]. In general, it is agreed that the presence of a water film on the
surface of the ice is necessary for flashover to occur [19], [22]. The appearance of this water film
may be due to an increase in the ambient temperature or it may be a result of melting ice due to
partial arcs and corona [1], [62]. The presence of a highly conductive water film increases the
voltage across the air gaps. These air gaps are formed during the growth period of icicles due to
the activity of corona discharge at the icicle tips [5], [19], [20], [69], [70], [71]. If the electric
field across the air gaps is high enough, corona discharges will appear across them. In this
condition, several small partial arcs appearing along the air gaps emit additional heat, which
further contributes to ice melting, which further increases the water film on the surface, along
with a substantial increase in leakage current and a simultaneous melting of ice. If the applied
voltage is sufficiently high, a local arc grows along the ice surface, forming a white arc. When
the white arc reaches a certain length [72], [73], depending on surface conductivity and the
length of the remaining ice layer, the whole insulator may suddenly undergo complete flashover.

Though the process of ice surface flashover has been investigated for many years in
different laboratories and at outdoor locations across the world, the understanding of the physical
process of arc formation is not yet fully understood. It has been observed that performance of
insulators covered with ice depends upon various factors such as the icing process,
environmental conditions, applied voltage types as well as insulator shape and configuration. In
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the following sections, further discussions on the different parameters affecting the performance
of insulators under icing conditions are briefly reported.

2.4.1. Effect of ice type and thickness
The type of ice accretions depends on several major parameters, such as the size and
velocity of droplets and the ambient temperature. Each type of ice has its own relative density as
presented in Table 2.1. Laboratory investigations show that the ice type has a considerable effect
on withstand voltage.

Phan et al [74] observed the performance of a short insulator string covered with three
types of ice: soft rime, hard rime or glaze. The lowest level of minimum flashover voltage was
observed under hard rime type.

Sugawara et al [75] investigated the effect of ice density on the AC withstand voltage for
two standard suspension insulator units covered with ice. The withstand voltage decreased
slightly with an increase in the ice density from 0.6 to 0.8 g/cm3 related to hard rime. For an ice
density of 0.9 g/cm3 related to glaze, the withstand voltage was markedly smaller than that
observed for an ice density of 0.6 or 0.8 g/cm3.

Fujimura et al. [10] determined the withstand voltage of an ice- and snow-covered
suspension insulator strings. The AC withstand voltage of an ice-covered insulator was
approximately 40% lower than the withstand voltage of an insulator covered with snow.
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Farzaneh et al found that the glaze ice was the most dangerous type of ice because it is
associated with a high probability of flashover of ice-covered insulators [14], [18], [22], [29]. In
the case of glaze ice, the water film on the ice surface during the accretion and melting regime
creates the most critical flashover conditions.

The thickness of the ice layer has a significant effect on the maximum withstand voltage
(Vws)- Due to the non-uniformity of ice, the exact thickness of ice cover on an insulator surface
is difficult to measure. Therefore, the ice weight was measured to characterize the amount of ice
on insulators [10], [76]. It was noted that the Vws lowered and tended towards a constant value
as the weight of the ice increased.

Farzaneh et al. suggested a rotating monitoring cylinder as a reference parameter to
monitor the ice thickness ranging from 5-30 mm [14]. They observed that the critical ice
thickness levels at which Vws remains constant are 2 cm, 2.5 cm and 3 cm for anti-fog
insulators, IEEE standard and EPDM insulators respectively [19], [22], [29], [30]. The
characteristics of insulators are presented in Table 2.2.
Table 2. 2. Characteristics of insulators tested.

Shed diameter (mm)
Shed spacing (mm)
Leakage distance (mm)

IEEE standard

Anti-fog

EPDM

254
146
305

320
170
545

90 and 105
55
2171

Another important factor affecting the uniformity of ice is wind velocity during ice
accretion. Experimental laboratory results showed that the higher the wind velocities are, the
lower the value of flashover [10], [18], [29]. It was also found that the icicles formed at a
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relatively high wind velocity (7 m/s) were nearly always tilted away by the wind, while they
remained almost vertical for the lower wind velocity (3.3 m/s) [77].

2.4.2. Effect of applied water conductivity
Natural rain, which is the origin of icing on the insulator surface, can be conductive
through sea salt, nitrates, sulphates and various industrial pollutants. Therefore, the conductivity
of applied water, which is one of the most important parameters, influences the insulating
strength of ice-covered insulators. In general, the higher the conductivity, the lower the flashover
voltage is. Since the water conductivity varies with the ambient temperature, it is necessary to
correct and express its value at a reference temperature of 20°C [78],

Fikke et al. [8] investigated the flashover voltage of insulators in the mountainous areas
under icing conditions. The considered ice type contained a high ion concentration due to salt or
the combustion of fossil fuels.

Kannus et al [79] studied the influence of freezing water resistivity on the leakage
current of AC flashover voltages. The flashover voltage of two suspension insulator units was
found to be related to the square root of the freezing water resistivity.

Chisholm et al. [80] presented a cold-fog test method to reproduce a flashover on an
insulator while considering surface contamination, ice and fog by rising temperature to 0 °C. The
electrical performance of outdoor insulators, designed for a 115 kV, 230 kV and 500 kV
substations, degrades severely under these conditions.
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Also, the performance of insulators, covered with ice formed under different water
conductivities were examined by Fujimura et al. [10], Matsuda et al. [11] and Vouckovic et al
[7], They reported that the flashover voltage of insulators covered with ice decreases with
increase in the conductivity of the applied water.

Several investigations have been carried out to evaluate the performance of ice-covered
insulators considering pollution levels in China. Jiang et al. [81], [82], Su et al. [83] and Liu et
al [84] confirmed the influence of pollution on ice-covered insulator flashover.

Over the past years, comprehensive investigations have been carried out at CIGELE to
study the effect of applied water conductivity on the Vws of different types of ice-covered
insulators under AC and DC voltages [18], [22], [29], [72], [85], [86], [87]. It is now an
established fact that any increase in the freezing water conductivity lowers the flashover voltage.

2.4.3. Effect of dry arc distance
Under heavy icing conditions, sheds may be bridged by icicles; the effective leakage
distance may therefore be reduced to the dry arc distance. The flashover voltage can therefore be
expressed as a function of the dry arc distance for short string insulators. According to several
laboratory investigations, the relationship between flashover voltage and dry arc distance is
mostly linear for short string insulators,[29], [41], [74], [88], whereas it becomes non-linear for
long insulators [36], [89].
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The nonlinearity of this relationship, in the case of long insulators, can be traced to the
non-uniform distribution of ice along the insulator, changes in physical properties of melting ice,
such as water film conductivity and electrical discharge phenomena [89].

2.4.4. Effect of air gaps
In general, it was observed that the sections of the insulator that are free of ice (air gaps)
formed during the ice accretion period are physically close to the high voltage (HV) and ground
electrodes, independent of the insulator's type and configuration [5], [22], [69].

Across the air gaps, the higher electric field strongly affects the growth of icicles by
inducing partial discharges at their tips [90], [91]. The appearance of partial arcs prevents the
icicles from becoming longer and may even melt them.

The presence of a partial arc along an air gap leads to a redistribution of voltage along the
ice-covered insulators. Some investigations have dealt with the influence of air gaps on the
potential and electric field distribution along an EHV post insulator [67], [68], [92], [93].
Concerning voltage distribution and phenomena preceding flashover, numerical results obtained
by the Finite Element Method (FEM) showed that an ice accretion with two air gaps seems to be
more dangerous than one with three gaps [93].

In addition, the study of the effect of number and position of air gaps on the flashover
voltage of a single short string of five IEEE standard insulators, covered with ice, showed that in
the 4 air-gap configurations tested, the critical flashover voltage is lowest in the case of two air
gaps at the top and bottom of insulator string [94], [95], [96].
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Concerning the effect of the air gaps on the voltage distribution along ice-covered
insulators, several solutions consisting in the addition of booster sheds [24] and grading rings
[97] to improve the insulating performance of insulators under icing conditions have been
offered. The applications of the booster sheds (BS) and grading rings provide several air gaps
along the insulator covered with the ice. Manitoba Hydro [98] reported the application of booster
sheds in preventing the flashover of 450 kVdc bushings under fog, rain and wet snow conditions.

2.4.5. Effect of insulator type and configuration
Among major parameters influencing insulator performance under icing conditions, the
type and configuration of insulators play an important role in their selection for applications in
cold climate regions.

Wu et al [99] tested the insulating performance of composite and glass insulators. They
found a high-insulating performance for composite insulators, such as silicone rubber or EPDM,
compared to that of a glass cap-pin insulator string.

The study of five different types of long-rod insulators covered with ice by Cherney [3]
indicated that the insulating performance of a composite insulator was superior to IEEE standard
insulators. Furthermore, the experimental results offered a better performance of ice-covered
insulators for a composite insulator with alternate long/short sheds rather than one with uniform
sheds. The insulator consists a shed spacing of 90 mm and alternating-diameter sheds of 170 and
132 mm.
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The performance of various types and configurations of short portions of post insulators
such as the insulator with three alternating sheds (type A and B), standard post insulator and
semiconducting glaze insulator, were investigated under wet-grown ice during icing regime [30].
It was observed that the semiconducting glaze insulator presented the best performance of Vws?
with an increase of 16% under the icing regime, when compared to the standard one.

In addition, three types of suspension insulators (IEEE standard, anti-fog and EPDM)
with characteristics presented in Table 2.2 and one post-type insulator covered with uniform wet
ice, of a thickness of 2 cm and with the same dry arc distance, were examined [18]. The shed
diameter, shed spacing and leakage distance of the post-type insulator are 250, 51 and 2525 mm
respectively. The results showed that all the insulators tested under icing conditions had a higher
Vws compared to IEEE standard insulators. In particular, the Vws of EPDM insulators offered
the best insulating performance with a Vws 36% higher than that of IEEE insulators.

Jiang et al. [82] selected seven types of short samples of composite insulators (type A to
type G) as shown in Figure 2.3 to analyze the influence of the configuration parameters of the
sheds on the DC flashover gradient under various conditions of ice thickness, pollution and air
pressure. Among these configurations, Type G was proposed as having the best set of external
insulation characteristics under the comprehensive effect of high altitude, pollution and icing
conditions.

The diameter of the insulator is a major factor influencing air gap formation and the
electrical performance of insulators under icing conditions. Farzaneh et al. [100] investigated the
effect of the insulator diameter by controlling the width of the ice layer on insulator performance.
The 50% withstand voltage (V50) decreased as the diameter of the insulator increased.
26
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Figure 2.3. Configuration of tested insulators [82].

2.4.6. Effect of voltage polarity
While extensive studies have been performed on AC flashover of ice-covered insulators
in the last decades, only a few investigations have been made in regard to the flashover of icecovered insulators under DC voltages.

Watanabe [101] carried out several DC flashover tests on an insulator covered with ice or
snow. The minimum flashover voltage was found to be higher under DC- than that measured
under DC+ under both ice and snow conditions.
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Contrarily, Fujimura et al. [10] reported that the flashover voltage of an ice-covered
insulator was higher under DC+ and consequently conducted the experiments exclusively under
DC- voltage conditions.

However, Renner etal. [102] found that the flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators
under DC- voltage was only slightly lower than the flashover voltage measured under DC+
voltage. Consequently, the effect of voltage polarity could be neglected.

Also, a number of experiments were carried out under DC voltage at CIGELE [19], [31],
[103], [104]. It was found that the minimum flashover voltage of a short suspension insulator
string under DC- was approximately 17% lower than under DC+ voltage.

2.4.7. Effect of air pressure
The air pressure has a considerable influence on the minimum flashover voltage of icecovered insulators. At high altitudes, the electric performance of insulators is enhanced by
increasing air pressure [82], [103], [105], [106], [107]. Li et al. [87] introduced a relationship
between the critical flashover voltage Vc at any pressure and that, at standard sea level Vo is as
follows:

VC = ( ^ J Vo

(2.2)

where Po and P are respectively the standard pressure (101.3 kPa) and the pressure at high
altitudes, Vo and V are the flashover voltages corresponding to the pressures Po and P
respectively; and exponent m indicates the degree of influence that air pressure has on the critical
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flashover voltage. The value of m depends on a number of elements such as insulator shape,
pollution severity, and voltage type [87]. Several investigations showed the flashover voltage
decreases up to 40%, when the air pressure drops from its sea level value of 101.3 kPa to 30 kPa
[104].

2.5. Flashover modeling of insulators surfaces
Insulator flashover is not an instantaneous phenomenon, but a complex process that
occurs through different phases; the appearance of water film on the ice surface, the formation of
air gaps, the initiation of corona discharges, the development of local arcs, and the increase in
leakage current. Finally, if conditions are suitable, flashover occurs. The study of such complex
phenomena require sophisticated investigation facilities. However, because of the limited
facilities in laboratories, experimental results for the flashover voltage of foil scale HVDC
insulators under atmospheric conditions are scarce. Thus, mathematical modeling may be one of
the most attractive ways to estimate the flashover performance of insulators over a wide range of
atmospheric conditions. Also, it can be a powerful tool for the design and selection of HV
insulators, specifically subjected to severe environmental conditions.

2.5.1 Basic models of polluted surface flashover
The pioneering work of Obenaus [108] can be considered as the first attempt to model
flashover propagation on the surface of insulators covered with a conductive layer. The flashover
on a polluted surface is considered as an arc in series with a residual resistance consisting of a
pollution layer that is not bridged by the arc as shown in Figure 2.4.
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Considering the circuit equation, Obenaus deduced the critical current and the general
expression for the minimum direct voltage Ucx necessary to sustain an arc of length x in series
with a resistance RP as follows:

(2.3)

icx-n+1Isc

(2.4)

N /n+l X /n+1 Rp^

where n and N are static arc characteristic constants, I sc is the current that would flow if the arc
were replaced by a short circuit. It was assumed that the same current which passes through the
arc also flows through the resistive layer.
Residual
resistance

Arc
HV

Figure 2.4. Obenaus's model for flashover on iee-covered insulators.

Neumarker [109] developed those equations proposed by Obenaus further and considered
a uniform resistance per unit length of wet polluted layer instead of a constant resistance of
pollution layer in series with arc. He calculated critical values of voltage, length and current.

Alston and Zoledziowski [110] introduced some modifications to the model of
Neumarker and confirmed his results. They stated that the required voltage to maintain the
discharge on polluted insulators may increase with an increase in discharge length, and if the
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voltage exceeds the applied voltage, the discharge extinguishes without flashover occurrence.
They stated that the flashover cannot happen if the applied voltage and the initial arc length are
less than the critical values.

Hampton [15] stated that a necessary condition for arc development along the polluted
layer is when the electric field in the arc becomes less than that of the pollution layer.

Under AC voltage, however, the arc current decays to zero every half - cycle. However,
the remaining hot gas in the arc can easily be reignited by the applied voltage in the next half cycle. Based on this knowledge, several essential criteria were proposed to adapt the Obenaus's
model for AC flashover. Claverie [111], [112] described the peak reignition voltage as a function
of the peak current in the previous half- cycle and maximum arc length. Rizk [113] established
a mathematical model for reignition of an AC arc in series with a uniform pollution layer, based
on the energy balance criterion.

2.5.2. Modeling of flashover on ice-covered surfaces
In spite of the large number of contributions on the flashover phenomena of ice-covered
insulators, mostly concentrated on determining the flashover voltage, a few research projects
have been done to study and model the arc discharge on ice-covered surfaces. Recently,
systematic and comprehensive studies carried out at CIGELE dealing with the modeling of
flashover on ice-covered insulators; a variety of elements characterizing their flashover
phenomena was considered. In the next section, an overview of the different existing
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mathematical models of arc discharge on an ice-covered insulator surface, mostly static models
of DC arc, is provided.

2.5.2.1. Static models
Flashover of an ice-covered insulator is due to the initiation and development of local
arcs across air gaps. This creates a situation similar to the flashover of a polluted insulator
represented by an arc in series with a residual resistance (consisting of an ice layer which is not
bridged by the arc). One of the first quantitative analyses of arcs on contaminated surfaces was
carried out by Obenaus [108]. On the basis of the model established for a polluted insulator, as
represented in Figure 2.4, an electric circuit model was proposed by Farzaneh and Zhang [26],
[31 ] for an ice surface as shown in Figure 2.5.

Arc Resistance
Ve

V

Ice Resistance

AA/V

Figure 2.5. Model of arc discharge on ice surface.

Based on the model of the simple circuit shown in Figure 2.5, the governing equation of
this circuit leads to:
V = xAP n + R(x)I + Ve

(2.5)
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where V is applied voltage, Ve is the electrode voltage drop of arc which can be neglected for AC
arcs; x (cm) is the arc length; I is leakage current; R(x) is the residual resistance of ice layer;
while A and n are the arc constants.

The resistance of the ice layer consisting of a thin conductive film of water is calculated
taking into account the insulator geometry and the constriction of the current at the arc root. For
a narrow ice band, where the width of the ice layer is less than its length, this resistance can be
represented based on Wilkins' resistance model [114] as follows:

D

_

I -

-v

, ,„#

(2-6)

II

where w is ice layer width, x is arc length, L is insulator length, r is arc channel radius and y e is
the equivalent surface conductivity.

The critical leakage current Ic and critical arc length x c can be calculated by employing a
method similar to that used for polluted insulator [114], [115], by solving the following
equations:
av_

(2.7)

aV =

(2.8)

Since, under AC voltages, flashover occurs around the peak value of the applied voltage,
the same analysis for DC applied voltage is used to calculate the AC critical flashover voltage.
Under AC voltage, the current is interrupted twice during each cycle and, consequently, the local
arc decays and re-ignites twice per cycle. Therefore, not only Equation (2.5) must be satisfied but
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also the arc re-ignition condition must also be fulfilled. The re-ignition condition can be
expressed as follows [26], [112]:
kx
x

(2.9)

m

where k and b are the arc re-ignition constants and Vm is the peak value of applied voltage; x is
the local arc length; Im is the peak value of leakage current.

Table 2.3 summarizes the parameters introduced in the above-mentioned equations using
a series of experiments on triangular physical ice sample [31], [116], [117], [118], [119], [120].
Table 2.3. Arc Parameters of an ice-covered insulator under AC and DC conditions.
™========s====^oltege type
Parameters^^==============i=^

AC

DC+

DC-
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n
k
b

204.7
0.56
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208.9
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0.77
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799

526
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r

I

I

I

0.875TI

0.6487T

0.6241T

The proposed static model described in this section has been applied to wet grown
cylindrical ice samples [121] of various dry arc distances and a short string of five IEEE standard
insulators [26]. There was a good concordance between the experimental results and those
predicted by the model.

The above-mentioned mathematical models were successfully applied to short insulator
strings under icing conditions. However, when this model is applied to an insulator longer than 1
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m, there is a quite large deviation between the results calculated from the model and those
obtained by experiments. In fact, from the laboratory observations of flashover occurrence for
long insulators, more than one arc can be initiated along the insulator. Hence, based on previous
single-arc model a multi-arc model was developed by Farzaneh and Zhang [36]. Thus, the
residual ice resistance for N arcs can be expressed by the following equation.

(2.10)

where D is insulator diameter, d is ice thickness, Nt and N2 are the number of arcs with one and
two roots respectively. Also, L, x, and r are insulator length, arc length and arc channel radius
The multi-arc model was applied to different types and configurations of insulators covered with
ice [36], [122]. There is good agreement between the calculated and experimental results.

2.5.2.2. Dynamic models
The static model has proved to be useful in predicting the critical flashover voltage of icecovered insulators, although several questions still remain unanswered. Static models are not
structured in such a way as to provide time-dependent evolution of parameters such as current or
resistance of the components. The major purpose of this type of model is the determination of the
critical flashover voltage, rather than the dynamic evolution of various parameters during
different phases of the flashover phenomenon. Due to the time scale of arc parameters, dynamic
models are more suitable for understanding the arc development and propagation on an ice
surface than static models.
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In order to describe the arc propagation on ice-covered insulators, a simplified dynamic
arc model developed by Tavakoli et al [33] based on Mayr's dynamic arc equation [123].

Figure 2.6 shows an RLC electrical circuit proposed for arc propagation. In this model,
the arc channel is assumed to be cylindrical in shape, with radius r and length x. The impedance
associated with the arc channel is represented by the resistance R arc (x,t) in series with
inductance L arc (x,t), and capacitance C(x,t) between the arc tip and the opposite electrode.
Rice(x,t) depicts the non-bridged ice-layer resistance. Vc(t) is the voltage drop across the
capacitance C(x,t). The arc and ice elements vary with time according to the channel
characteristics and discharge geometry. When the arc propagates, the voltage V ap (t) and current
I arc (t) waves initiated are described by [33], [124]:

Vap(t) - Vc(t) = R a r c (x,t)I a r c (t) + L a r c (x,t)-

dt

(2.11)

(2.12)

i

Ice layer

Figure 2.6. Principal model of arc propagation on an ice-covered insulator surface [33].
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The input data of the model were the insulator geometry, ice parameters, ambient
conditions and certain initial values. The model makes it possible to predict the minimum
flashover voltage, leakage current and corresponding charges, arc channel radius, trajectory and
electric stress, propagation velocity and energy injected into the air gaps.

Based on the equivalent circuit model shown in Figure 2.6 for AC flashover, the relevant
equations for DC are similar to AC conditions. However, some parameters related to arc
resistance needed to be modified [32].

In order to take into account the arc temperature as a function of the applied voltage level
for DC+ and DC-, formulas were also derived based on a series of simulations and experiments
related to short insulators [32].

The flashover characteristics, as a function of surface conductivity, insulator length, and
insulator diameter, determined by the dynamic model were quite satisfactory when compared to
the experimental results of an insulating cylinder [32], [33], [125], [126], a short string of five
IEEE standard insulators [32], [124], [125] and a post insulator [33], [125], [127] covered with
artificial ice.

Volât et al [128] developed a model based on dynamic electric field analysis to predict
the AC flashover voltage of the ice-covered HV insulators during a melting period, for an arc
distance up to two meters. The residual ice resistance can be determined for complex geometries
of ice accretion and consequently provides a more powerful method than the analytical formula
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of Wilkins [114]. Furthermore, the criterion of arc propagation was determined based on
potential and electric field calculations.

Yang et al [129], [130] developed a flashover model of the ice-covered insulator based
on those published by CIGELE group. The model was built on the base of analyzing the electric
field around the ice-covered insulator before and after the arc initiation and combining with the
U-I characteristic of arc. It can be found that the results simulated by the developed model
provide good agreement with those obtained by the experimental results not only under uniform
but also under complex ice accretion.

2.6. Conclusion
The literature review showed that the flashover of an ice-covered insulator has received
much attention from many researchers. In this chapter, different types of ice and their
characteristics were reviewed. It was observed that wet-grown ice or glaze, which has a
relatively high density, is the most dangerous type of ice from an electrical point of view. Then,
several major parameters such as applied water conductivity, ice type, dry arc distance and air
pressure influencing the performance of high voltage insulators were introduced. Generally,
shorter insulator length, larger insulator diameter, lower air pressure and higher applied water
conductivity may lead to a lower flashover voltage.

Also, a series of fundamental mathematical models for flashover of polluted insulators
was presented. Additionally, existing static and dynamic flashover models of ice surfaces relied
on the basic models of polluted insulator, in particular, Obenaus's model considering an arc in
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series with a residual resistance, were studied. The static model provides more quantitative
results for flashover voltage prediction whereas the dynamic models provide more precise results
about instantaneous evolution of arc parameters. However, the need for dynamic mathematical
models for predicting the flashover performance of long ice-covered insulators where two arcs
may appear during flashover occurrence is justified.
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CHAPTER 3
EXPERIMENTAL FACILITIES AND TEST

PROCEDURES
3.1. Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 2, during the recent years, many attempts have been made
experimentally and mathematically by research groups to analyze icing and flashover
phenomena on the surface of insulators. In spite of these efforts, however, many aspects of the
flashover phenomena for ice-covered insulators, particularly EHV insulators, are still not well
understood. In addition, because of lack of proper and accurate facilities, experimental
researches on the subject are infrequent. Hence, in order to achieve the objectives of this thesis, a
series of experiments was systematically carried out in the HV laboratory of CIGELE on the
flashover performance of short and long insulators under both AC and DC voltages. For this
purpose, the electrical performance of insulators under atmospheric icing conditions was
evaluated based on test methods described in IEEE Std 1783 [34]. Leakage current and applied
voltage, which are important parameters in the electrical measurement categories, were measured
using a current transformer (Pearson coil) and/or shunt resistance via the DAQ system.
Furthermore, the arc propagation velocity - considering the effect of freezing water conductivity
- is observed using high-speed imaging technique.

In addition, in order to determine the electrical surface conductivity on the ice surface of
an energized insulator submitted to icing conditions, a series of tests was carried out under a
melting regime to measure the flow rate, thickness and conductivity of the water film.
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This chapter proceeds with a brief explanation of the facilities of the High Voltage
laboratory at CIGELE, followed by a presentation of the test procedures used to determine the
required parameters and achieve the relevant experimental results.

3.2. Test facilities
In order to perform the experiment, a variety of experimental equipment is required.
These include high-voltage source, voltage and current measuring devices, climate chamber,
high-speed camera and test samples, which should be properly arranged and synchronized.

3.2.1. High-voltage equipment
In order to investigate the electrical performance of HV insulators, two types of AC and
DC high voltage power sources are necessary. For the tests described herein, the voltages were
supplied by an AC source of 350 kV/700 kVA, and a DC source of 300 kV/600 kVA. Their
associated voltage regulators are shown in Figures 3.1 and 3.2 respectively. This system is
especially designed for flashover tests on insulators under icing conditions and with potential for
further research under ice and polluted conditions. The voltage was increased either manually or
automatically at different optional rates, and was regulated at a fairly constant rate of about
3.9 kV/s. Since flashover tests on ice-covered insulators are carried out in a closed cold chamber,
and the transformer is kept outside this chamber in the HV section of the laboratory, the security
system set in place for this type of experiment is of vital importance. Two circuit-breakers and an
accurate relay, which interrupts the voltage instantaneously on demand, are a part of this security
system. The system may be adjusted to cut off the voltage and de-energize automatically if any
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member of personnel enters the test areas. Tested insulator can be supplied by high voltage
through bushing connected to the walls of the cold room.

Figure 3.1. HV AC transformer with its associated regulator.

Figure 3. 2. HV DC transformer with its associated regulator.

3.2.2. Climate Chamber
In order to achieve repeatable and comparable tests among researchers, all experiments
were carried out at CIGELE laboratory in a uniquely designed climate room (6 m (w) x 6 m (1) x
9 m (h)) for long insulator and (6 m (w) x 6 m ( l ) x 4 m (h)) for short insulator. These climate
rooms are deemed sufficient to meet clearances required by the standard IEEE Std 1783 [34].
The temperature inside two cold rooms can be adjusted to values as low as -60 ±0.2°C and -30
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±0.2°C where the long and short insulators were tested respectively. The climate rooms are
equipped with such appropriate facilities as a wind generator and a water-droplet spray system.
Super-cooled droplets are generated and applied to the insulator by oscillating nozzles which are
of the air-atomizing type. The experimental set up related to the big cold room is presented in
Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Big cold room (6m (width) x 6m (length) x 9m (height)).

The water used to produce the droplets, and eventually the ice, is produced by filtration
and demineralization of tap water. This filtered water is stored in tanks before starting ice
accumulation. This enables adjusting the water conductivity to reflect the desired environmental
pollution level.
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3.2.3. Physical Objects
In order to perform the experiments and to obtain the desired data, a standard post
insulator unit and a line insulator string were chosen. Therefore, to investigate the flashover
performance of long insulators, a standard post-type porcelain insulator was selected. This type
of insulator is commonly used in Hydro-Quebec 735 kV substations (Figure 3. 4). In order to
assess the flashover phenomena on short line insulator, a string of five IEEE standard insulators
under given conditions were selected (Table 3.1). The results related to the line insulator made it
possible to study the arc propagation process, as well as to determine flashover voltage for the
short-scale insulator.

Height: 1542 mm
Dry arc distance : 1390 mm
Leakage distance : 3500 mm
Internal diameter : 154 mm
External diameter : 246 mm
Number of sheds: 26
Shed spacing : 50 mm
Range : 45 mm
Higher angle: 24.5°
Lower angle : 6°

Figure 3.4. Geometrical characteristics of the 735-kV station post insulator used in the tests.
Table 3.1. Geometric characteristics of the suspension IEEE standard insulator
Diameter of shed
Shed spacing
Leakage distance
Dry arc distance for 5 units
(mm)
(mm)
(mm/unit)
(mm)
146
305
254
809
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3.2.4. Current and voltage measurement devices
Dynamic modeling of the arc provides the temporal evolution of a number of arc
parameters. The voltage signal and the leakage current were attenuated by using a voltage
divider and a shunt or current transformer. In order to be able to compare these curves with the
ones produced experimentally, a Labview™ graphical software program was used to acquire
high quality data. The test signals were connected to a measuring set through a conditioning box
providing protection and isolation. A NI-DAQ device, model PCI-6035E, was used for this
purpose. Using the Labview user-interface features, a visual program was specifically designed
and developed for these experiments to acquire and save data for further analysis.

3.2.5. High-speed camera
A high-speed video camera (FASTCAM SA1) having a recording capacity up to 675,000
frames per second was used to record arc propagation during flashover occurrence. It was
controlled either by a PC through the Gigabit Ethernet port, or by an RS-422 remote control
keypad with a LCD monitor for complete camera set-up and operation. It also enabled the user to
select the playback rate, step through video one frame at a time even after saving the data, and
selectively save video sequences in a variety of compressed and uncompressed formats. Figure
3.5 shows the camera set-up for recording the arc propagation through the cold room window.
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Figure 3.5. Camera set-up.

3.3. Test Procedures
The experimental conditions were adjusted, under the conditions described in Table 3.2,
to form glaze ice with icicles as this type of ice is associated to the highest probability of
flashover on energized insulators. Parameters such as air temperature, wind velocity, as well as
both the vertical and horizontal components of precipitation intensities were properly controlled
and kept constant for each test.

Table 3. 2. Experimental conditions of the tests
Ice type

Glaze

Ambient air temperature

-12°C (±0.2°C)

Droplet size

80|um

Ice thickness on rotating monitoring cylinder

2 cm for line insulators, 1.5 cm for post insulators

Rate of water flow

250 ml/s/nozzle

Wind velocity

7 m/s for line insulators, 3.3 m/s for post insulator

Air pressure

10psi(70kPa)
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The thickness of ice is an important factor influencing the flashover voltage of icecovered insulators. The accumulated ice thickness on the insulator was measured at 5 different
points on a 3.8 cm diameter monitoring cylinder, rotating at one revolution per minute (rpm)
[14]. Then, the average value was used to determine the ice thickness as shown in Figure 3.6.
The physical aspects of the ice-covered insulator strings under DC+ voltage at different time
sequences during ice accumulation are shown in Figure 3.7.

Figure 3.6. Ice on monitoring cylinder.

t=25min

t=55min

t=85min

t=115min

Figure 3.7. Physical aspect of an insulator during ice accretion.
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3.3.1. Ice test preparation prior to fiashover
A preparation period is needed between the end of the ice accretions at sub-zero
temperature and the moment when test voltage is applied for fiashover voltage evaluation. The
procedure may be adjusted according to two approaches; "icing regime55 or "melting regime55
[14], [24]. Testing under "icing regime55 corresponds to the case where the fiashover
performance test is carried out shortly after the ice accretion is completed and a water film is still
present on the ice surface. In such a case, the preparation period is short, typically about 2 to 3
min, which gives enough time for taking pictures, adjusting the test setup, installing/removing
the collector, receiving dripping water from test insulators, and measuring ice thickness (Figure
3.8).
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Figure 3.8. Sequences of the icing regime test procedure [24].
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Figure 3.9. Sequences of the melting regime test procedure [24].

The melting sequence shown in Figure 3.9 was preceded by an "ice hardening" sequence.
In a recommended 15-minute hardening sequence, voltage was turned off, wind speed was
continuous and air temperature remained the same as during the icing period. These conditions
ensured complete hardening of the ice and equalization of insulator and ice temperatures. During
the melting sequence, immediately after the hardening sequence, while service voltage was
applied, the air temperature was increased progressively from subzero to melting level at a rate
of 2-3 °C/hour above -2 °C. The most important decision in this step was the identification of
the "critical moment," which corresponds to the time at which the probability of flashover is the
highest. This is the moment when flashover voltage should be applied. Several major signs of
this moment are the presence of a water film on the ice surface, the gloss of the ice surface, the
start of water droplet ejection from the icicles, and/or an increase in leakage current to values
over 15 mA [14]. In order to measure the conductivity and volume flow rate of water film over
ice surface, the melting regime method was used.
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Based on experimental results in [72], maximum withstand voltage values under icing
regime are around 3% lower than those obtained from melting regime. Therefore, both the
melting and icing regime methods can be used to carry out flashover tests of ice-covered
insulators. Hence, in order to save time, the "icing regime" test procedure was used for all
flashover experiments.

In the case of flashover tests on post insulators, in order to eliminate problems related to
randomness in the position and size of air gaps, the ice was accumulated without voltage
application to determine the effect of air gap position and numbers on insulator surface on the
maximum withstand voltage as well as to establish the two-arc dynamic model. Once the ice
thickness on the cylinder reached 15 mm, the icing process was stopped and a series of artificial
gaps with a given length corresponding to 6-8% of insulator length was then artificially created
near the high voltage electrodes and/or the middle of the insulator by cutting a part of the ice,
following procedures from previous work [86].

Under DC voltage, each test can be categorized into two voltage polarities. For each
polarity, for an arc distance of 173 cm, one of three air gap configurations close to the electrodes
was chosen as follows:

Configuration 1-dc: one 14-cm air gap at the top of insulator (Figure 3.10-a);

Configuration 2-dc: one 14-cm air gap at the bottom of insulator (Figure 3.10-b);

Configuration 3-dc: one 14-cm air gap at the bottom and one 14-cm air gap at the top of insulator
(Figure 3.10-e).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.10. Air gap configuration along an ice-covered insulator under DC voltage:
a) upper air gap, b) lower air gap, c) lower and upper air gaps.

Under AC voltage for an arc distance of 275 cm, the following three air gap
configurations were used:

Configuration 1-ac: two 14 cm air gaps at the top and bottom of insulator (Figure 3.11-a);

Configuration 2-ac: three 14 cm air gaps at the top, bottom and middle of two post insulator units
(Figure 3.11-b);

Configuration 3-ac: three 14 cm air gaps at the top, bottom and middle of two post insulator
units, and also one 14-cm air gap at middle of the upper insulator unit (Figure 3.11-c).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 3.11. Air gap configuration along an ice-covered insulator under AC voltage:
a) 2 air gaps, b) 3 air gaps, c) 4 air gaps.

3.3.2. Evaluation sequence
This sequence consists in determining the maximum withstand voltage (Vws) of the
insulators under a given ice thickness during the melting period, based on IEEE Std 1783 [34].
Using this method, after the first successful flashover result, the voltage was decreased by less
than 5% of the nominal voltage, and then, after any withstand or flashover result, the voltage was
increased or decreased once more by the same value, or else it was maintained. Based on this
method, the maximum withstand voltage is the maximum level of applied voltage at which
flashover does not occur for a minimum of 3 tests out of 4, under similar experimental
conditions. It is also recommended that for each withstand test, the insulator is kept at the test
voltage for a period of at least 15 minutes to ensure that no flashover occurs during this period.
The minimum flashover voltage (VMF) corresponded to a voltage level 5% higher than Vws at
which two flashovers out of a maximum of three tests were produced.
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3.3.3. Water film conductivity and volume flow rate measurement procedure
In order to estimate instantaneous fiashover behavior under relevant conditions, it is
necessary to develop an appropriate dynamic model. There are several parameters that could play an
important role on accuracy of this model, and they should thus be measured precisely. Surface
conductivity is an example of such a parameter, since it has an effective role in the calculation of
electrical resistance of the ice surface. Therefore, a relationship between surface conductivity and
freezing water conductivity during melting period under both DC and AC voltages were established.
Incidentally, two other parameters, thickness and conductivity of water film, were measured in order
to calculate the precise value of surface conductivity. Hence, a series of tests was performed on a
post insulator to determine the conductivity and the volume flow rate of the water film during
flashover occurrence. These experiments were carried out on a 172.6 cm arc length insulator with
three different water conductivities of 30, 80 and 150 j^S/cm under different voltage polarities and
types.

During the melting period, ice accreted on an insulator melts and forms a water film on its
surface, which increases greatly the conductivity and causes a corresponding decrease of withstand
voltage of the insulator string. Since the water film conductivity has its highest value at the beginning
of the melting stage and then decreases gradually, the time variation of the dripping water film
conductivity is required. Incidentally, a traditional method has been presented to date. Once water
started dripping from the icicles, flashover voltage was applied. During this period, the melted water
was collected in a funnel and was conveyed to a tray where its conductivity was measured while,
simultaneously, water film volume variation was measured. This conductivity measurement system
makes it possible to measure in a precise way the conductivity of water film during the melting
regime. The experimental setup is presented schematically in Figure 3.12.
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Voltage source Transformer

Figure 3.12. Schematic diagram of the experimental setup.

3.4. Conclusion
The necessary facilities and test procedures to carry out the experiments were presented in
this chapter. A standard post insulator, typically used in Hydro-Quebec 735 kV substations, and a
line insulator string were used as long and short insulators respectively. A wet-grown ice layer was
accumulated on the insulator surface in a uniquely designed climate room at an ambient temperature
of-12°C by seven pneumatic nozzles at a wind velocity of 3.3 m/s. The voltages were supplied by an
AC source of 350 kV, 700 kVA and a DC source of 300 kV, 600 kVA. Arc propagation was
observed by a high-speed video camera with recording capacity up to 675,000 frames per second.
Then, the flashover tests were carried out under icing period based on IEEE Std 1783. Test methods
to determine water film conductivity and volume flow rate were described.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
4.1 • Introduction
Using the facilities and test procedures described in Chapter 3, a series of experiments
was carried out to meet the stated objectives. First, the effects of voltage type and polarity on the
maximum withstand voltage of a string of five IEEE standard insulators (as short insulators)
were investigated under icing conditions. Then, the flashover performance of EHV standard
porcelain post msulators was tested under icing conditions and the influence of air gap positions
and number on maximum withstand voltage were also examined. Moreover, the effect of voltage
type and polarity on the arc propagation velocity - considering the effect of freezing water
conductivity- was observed using high-speed imaging techniques. Also, several tests were
carried out to measure the water film flow rate and conductivity in order to determine water film
thickness. Finally, the flashover stress of an ice-covered post insulator is presented as a function
of the icing stress product (ISP) for each air gap configuration. Flashover results obtained from
present work are compared with those reported from other laboratories.

4,2. Withstand voltage measurement of a string of five standard insulator
units under icing conditions
In order to improve our understanding of the flashover process of short ice-covered
insulators, a series of tests was carried out under DC+, DC- and AC voltages. These tests were
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performed with the aim of examining the influence of the type and polarity of the applied voltage
on the flashover voltage and leakage current. The five IEEE standard insulators with shed
diameter, unit spacing and leakage distance of 254, 146 and 305 mm respectively were
positioned vertically in the center of a climate room under high wind velocity (7m/s).

The AC and DC minimum flashover and maximum withstand voltages of the insulator
were determined under the conditions given in Table 3.1. A positive arc appeared when DCvoltage was applied to the bottom electrode, and a negative arc manifested when DC+ voltage
was applied. Due to the discharge activities during ice accumulation, the air gap was formed
close to the HV electrode. At the end of the accumulation period (70 min.), the windward side of
insulator was completely covered with ice. Following the icing regime, described in Chapter 3,
the voltage was applied shortly after ice accumulation and it was increased at a constant rate up
to the estimated flashover voltage. As the voltage increased, visible discharges (violet arc)
appeared along the air gap for a certain time, and then the visible discharges changed to a stable
white arc across this air gap. If the applied voltage was high enough the white arc could elongate
up to flashover, otherwise after certain time, the white arc could extinguish due to the melting
and shedding of the ice. Concerning the arc propagation mechanism, it was observed from Figure
4.1 (taken by high speed camera) that the local arc consistently started from the grounded top
electrode and propagated towards the HV bottom electrode, regardless of the voltage polarity. It
was also found that only one air gap was formed close to the HV electrode for insulator strings
shorter than 1 m.
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t=-25ms

t=-3ms

t=-0.5 ms

t=Oms

Figure 4.1. Ice-covered insulator flashover sequence at 87 kV of DC negative voltage.

The flashover test results were obtained from three different series of experiments, under
DC+, DC- and AC voltages for the freezing water conductivity of 80 jiS/cm and ice thickness of
2 cm. The experimental results related to flashover and withstand voltages under DC+, DC- and
AC conditions are presented in Figures 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 respectively.
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Figure 4.2. Flashover test results under DC+.
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Figure 4.4. Flashover test results under AC.

These results show that the effect of polarity on the insulator string is around 25%, which
is in accordance with the results presented in [32]. Consequently, from the results obtained, it can
be concluded that the minimum flashover voltage is lower under DC- and AC than under DC+. It
was also found that the icicles formed at a relatively high wind velocity (7 m/s) were nearly tilted
away by the wind, as shown in Figure 4.5, while they were nearly vertical for the lower wind
velocity (3.3 m/s). Therefore, the higher the wind speeds, the longer the leakage distance is.
Compared to previous studies, mostly at low wind velocities, the withstand voltage is higher at a
high wind velocity [29].
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Figure 4.5. Ice accretion under high wind velocity.

4.3. Withstand voltage measurement of post insulator units under icing
conditions
As the voltage applied to a moderately ice-covered insulator was increased, local arcs
first initiated across the air gaps and propagate along the surface. The arc lengthens not only
because of longitudinal propagation alongside the ice but also due to bowing of the hot channel
resulting from buoyancy force. Arc propagation observation showed that the arc path on ice
surface is random. Therefore, arc propagation may be completed through the shortest path
having the highest conductivity. In the case of short insulators, the discharge path usually
initiated from a point close to the HV electrode. For the long insulators, used in the EHV and
UHV networks, voltage distribution was highly non-uniform, particularly after the formation of
icicles. Under these conditions, more than one air gap may be formed depending on insulator
length, and therefore on the number of insulator units. For post type insulators, the space
between the sheds is relatively small compared to that between the shed and the metallic part.
Consequently, the shed spacing can easily be bridged by icicles, with air gaps usually formed
between the shed and the metallic part.
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As presented in Chapter 3, to eliminate the problems related to randomness in the
position and size of air gaps, the air gaps were created manually. Therefore, once the ice
thickness on the monitoring cylinder reached 15 mm, the icing process was stopped and then a
series of artificial gaps with a given length corresponding to 6-8% of insulator length was
artificially created at places where the formation of an air gap are most probable. The tests under
DC voltage are classified into three air gap configurations, namely one air gap at the lower part,
one air gap at the upper part and two air gaps (at the upper and lower parts of the insulator), as
shown in Figure 3.10. In the same way, under AC voltage two units of post insulator were
considered with three different air gap positions, as shown in Figure 3.11, namely:
o two air gaps at top and bottom of insulator;
o three air gaps at top, bottom and middle of the insulator;
o

four air gaps positions : top, bottom and middle of two post insulator units and one at the
middle of the upper insulator unit.

In order to save time, the icing regime method was also selected to investigate the
flashover performance of EHV insulators covered with ice under different air gap position and
voltage types. According to the evaluation method, each series was constituted of at least five
tests, which, under optimum conditions, include 2 flashovers and 3 withstands. Also, the
flashover test results were obtained from a series of experiments with different applied water
conductivities, i.e. 80 and 150 jiS/cm and different dry-arc distance, i.e. 173 and 275 cm.
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4.3.1. Experimental results and discussion under DC Voltage
Based on the above-mentioned air gap configurations, the flashover test results were
obtained from several series of experiments, under DC+ and DC- voltages. The experimental
results related to the minimum flashover and the maximum withstand voltages under DC+ and
DC- voltage with different air gap positions and applied water conductivity are presented in
Figures 4.6 to 4.17.

It may be observed that the number and position of air gaps have a significant effect on
the minimum flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators. The lowest level of minimum flashover
voltage was obtained with the configuration 3-de and the highest, with the configuration 2-dc.
From these results, it may be concluded that configuration 2-dc presents the best combination of
air gaps. By comparing the minimum flashover voltage of configuration 2-dc to that of
configuration 3-de, which was taken as reference, an improvement of 8% in the minimum
flashover voltage was observed. Moreover, the experimental results reveal that flashover voltage
under DC+ is higher than DC-. In addition, the minimum flashover voltage decreased as the
freezing water conductivity increased.
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Figure 4.6. Flashover results for configuration 1-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80
under DC-h
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Figure 4.7. Flashover results for configuration 2-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80
under DC+.
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Figure 4.8. Flashover results for configuration 3-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80 jiS/cm
under DC+.
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Figure 4.9. Flashover results for configuration 1-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80
under DC-.
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Figure 4.10. Flashover results for configuration 2-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80 jiS/cm
under DC-,
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Figure 4.11. Flashover results for configuration 3-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80 jiS/cm
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Figure 4.12. Flashover results for configuration 1-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of
150 nS/cm under DC+.
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Figure 4.14. Flashover results for configuration 3-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of
150 nS/cm under DC+.
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Figure 4.15. Flashover results for configuration 1-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of
150 nS/cm under DC-.
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Figure 4.17. Flashover results for configuration 3-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of
150 jiS/cm under DC-.

4.3.2. Experimental results and discussion under AC Voltage
A series of tests was carried out under AC voltage to evaluate the performance of long
insulators covered with ice. Using the test procedures described in Chapter 3, the minimum
flashover voltage was determined and the results for three different air gap configurations are
presented in Figures 4.18, 4.19 and 4.20. In contrast to configuration 1-ac, consisting of two air
gaps at the top and bottom of the insulator, there are three air gaps in the case of configurations
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2-ac. In this case, the local arc has a longer initial length and could reach its critical length sooner
when compared to configuration 1-ac. This could explain why the value of the VMF is lower for
configurations 2-ac than for configuration 1-ac. On the other hand, configuration 3-ac with four
air gaps has the highest minimum flashover voltage. This is probably due to the fact that the
voltage needed for breaking down a total of four air gaps and establishing initial arcs is higher
than the required voltage for the configurations 1-ac and 2-ac. From these results, it may be
concluded that configuration 3-ac presents the best combination of air gaps. By comparing the
VMF of configuration 3-ac to that of configuration 2-ac, which is taken as reference, an
improvement of 15% in VMF is observed.
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Figure 4.18. Flashover results for configuration 1-ac (275cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80 uS/cm
under AC.
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Figure 4.20. Flashover results for configuration 3-ac (275cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80 uS/cm
under AC.

One of the main factors that should be considered while selecting the insulator length is
the voltage level of power network. Thus, a series of tests under AC voltage, corresponding to
configuration 3-de, has also been carried out to determine the effect of are distance on the
minimum flashover voltage with two freezing conductivities, i.e. 80 and 150 |j,S/cm. Also, the
results clearly show the effect of voltage type. The experimental results presented in Figures 4.21
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and 4.22 claim that the minimum flashover voltage decreases with increasing the freezing
conductivity. Moreover, it can be concluded that the behavior of an ice-covered insulator under
AC voltage is similar in the case of DC-. Also, the level of minimum flashover voltage under AC
voltage is slightly higher than that of DC- and lower than DC+ voltages. The study of arc
propagation under AC voltage may reveal its similarity with a negative arc.
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Figure 4.21. Flashover results for configuration 3-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of 80 jiS/cm
under AC voltage.
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Figure 4.22. Flashover results for configuration 3-dc (173cm dry arc distance) with a conductivity of
150 jiS/cm under AC voltage.
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The level of pollution is an important parameter which may affect the insulators
performance especially under icing conditions. Therefore in order to determine the effect of the
freezing water conductivity on the VMF? a series of tests was carried out at 150 }j,S/cm, a value of
conductivity considered to be high. The experimental results presented in Figure 4.23, compared
to Figure 4.22 for the same conductivity, validate the theoretical premise that the minimum
flashover voltage increases with increasing insulator length.
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Figure 4.23. Flashover results for configuration 1-ac (dry arc distance of 275cm) with a conductivity of
150 jiS/cm under AC.

4.4. Arc propagation on the ice surface
The initiation of corona discharges leading to the development of partial arcs in the air
gaps causes a substantial increase in leakage current. Based on a theory already proposed by
Wilkins [131] on electrolytic surfaces, a mechanism of arc propagation by ionization on ice
surface is suggested. The theory suggests that elongation is produced by three ionization paths, in
parallel, through the bulk ice, the water film layer and the air along the water film surface as
shown in Figure 4.24. The leakage currents IiCe5 Iwater and Iair are related to the bulk ice, the water
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film layer and the air paths respectively. Indeed, previous investigations have shown that the
conductivity of the bulk ice itself, during a melting period, is very low compared to that of the
ice surface [63]. Therefore, it has to be noticed that the current flowing through the bulk ice is
negligible. In addition, the conductivity of the air before ionization is low. Finally, experimental
observations show that arc propagation velocity over an ice surface is much higher than in air.
Hence, leakage current as well as arc propagation is forced to flow mainly on the surface of the
water film, as shown in Figure 4.25 for several arc propagations.

Figure 4.24. Proposed mechanism of arc propagation.
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Figure 4.25. Flashover occurrences on an ice-covered post insulator.

Arc propagation is a complex phenomenon which can be affected by several factors
including voltage type, rate of voltage application, humidity and insulator length. The arc
lengthens because of buoyancy forces that move the arc forward or by a convection effect. Arc
propagation observations showed that arc trajectory on ice surface is a random process.
Therefore, the arc propagation may be completed through the shortest path having the highest
conductivity. In the case of short scale insulator, the discharge path always initiated from a point
closer to the HV electrode whereas for the long scale insulator in the meantime, another arc
initiates from the grounded electrode and joins the first arc approximately in the middle of the
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insulator. Figures 4.26, 4.27 and 4.28 show the flashover process under DC positive, negative
and AC applied voltages based on digital high-speed image recording techniques, respectively. It
can be seen that under the same icing conditions, the duration of arc development from 40% of
insulator length to flashover occurrence with the application of DC+ is longer than under DCand AC. In this case, the duration of arc development under DC+ and DC- were, respectively,
49, 35 and 41ms.

t=-49ms

t=-8ms

t=-0.8 ms

t=0 ms

Figure 4.26. Flashover process of post insulator under DC+.

t=-35 ms

t=-6 ms

t=-0.5 ms

t=0 ms

Figure 4.27. Flashover process of post insulator under DC-
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t=-41 ms

t=-7 ms

t=-0.6 ms

t=0 ms

Figure 4.28. Flashover process of post insulator under AC.

4.4.1. Arc propagation velocity on the ice surface
Previous researches, mainly on short scale insulators, have shown that the arc propagation
process may lead to flashover in two stages [103], [120]. However, it can be observed from the
arc propagation process on long scale insulators, recorded by high speed camera, that the arc
propagation process is completed in three stages, as shown in Figure 4.29. The first stage starts at
the moment a violet arc is established with an initial length of about 7% of insulator length,
(corresponding to the air gap length), and ends when the arc length reaches about 40% of
insulator length. In this stage, the arc extends relatively slowly.
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.29. Ice-covered insulator flashover sequence; (a): first stage, (b): second stage, (c): last stage.

The second stage corresponds to an arc length extending from 40% to 80% of insulator
length. In this stage, the arc propagation velocity increases suddenly. The arc at the final stage
(final jump) is related to flashover occurrence at the moment it reaches its maximum length,
which occurs considerably faster than at the previous stages. Under AC conditions, the local arc
extinguishes and re-ignites at each cycle of the applied voltage. However, the plasma does not
disappear instantly because the time constants for plasma decay are usually not negligible at the
scale of the other durations involved in the phenomenon [132]. Arc propagation observations
show that the arc path on an ice surface is relatively straight whereas it is sinuous across the
sections free of ice. Figure 4.29c shows the sinuous path of propagation of an arc through air
along an insulator surface which has a sinuous path. Based on digital high-speed image recording
techniques, arc propagation velocities at different water conductivities, under DC and AC
voltages, are listed in Table 4.1. Arc propagation velocity is significantly influenced by water
conductivity. The higher the water conductivity, the faster the arc propagation is. In addition, it
can be seen that the velocity of a DC+ arc during the last stage is lower than that observed for
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DC- and AC arcs, for a given water conductivity. This could also explain why flashover happens
at lower voltage for DC- and AC than DC+.

Table 4.1. Propagation velocities of AC and DC arcs.
Arc velocity (m/s)
aw(\is/cm)

Voltage
type
AC
DC+
DC-

80
150
80
150
80
150

Stage 1
0.58-2.96
0.54-3.12
0.45-2.74
0.47-2.84
0.52-2.87
0.54-3.24

Stage 2
218-272
415-446
215-242
413-461
204-232
407-524

Stage 3
984-1154
1450-1857
867-1108
1363-1533
1043-1384
1674-2106

4.5. Volume flow rate and water film conductivity
Laboratory observations show that water film conductivity, at the first melting stage, has
its highest value and then decreases gradually. In order to measure the water film conductivity,
the methodology described in Chapter 3 was used. This method consists in recovering water
resulting from the melting by a funnel which conveys it to a tray where several cups are stored,
from where water conductivity is measured using a conductivity meter. Simultaneously, the
variation of water film volume collected in cups as a function of time was measured. Therefore, a
series of tests was performed on a post insulator to determine the thickness and the volume
conductivity of the water film during flashover occurrence. These experiments were carried out
on a 172.6 cm arc length insulator with water conductivities of 30, 80 and 150 jiS/cm under
different voltage polarities and types. The variation of water film conductivity measured by this
method under DC+, DC- and AC voltages are respectively shown in Figures 4.30, 4.31 and 4.32.
The measurements show that the water film conductivity depicts its highest value at the first
melting stage, and then decreases gradually.
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Figure 4.30. Variation of water film conductivity under DC+.
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Figure 4.32. Variation of water film conductivity under AC.
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The high conductivity of the water film is caused by the rejection of impurities - nonvolatile and insoluble in ice - from the solid portion of the ice towards the surface during the
solidification and freezing processes [19], [25]. As salt is removed from the ice surface by the
water film flow during partial arc and flashover occurrence, the conductivity decreases gradually
to a very low level. It is to be noticed that for each flashover test performed under the same
experimental conditions, the dripping water conductivity presents a similar evolution. It can be
observed that the electric activity before the establishment of the white arc are not hot enough to
produce enough melted water for conductivity measurement. It was observed that the small
amount of water collected at that moment came from the upper part of iced insulator (close to
HV electrode). During the flashover tests, the arc heats the ice and melts it rapidly. This process
is similar to natural melting: the part of the ice containing more salt melts first and flashover
occurs when the surface conductivity reaches its maximum value. This later decreases gradually
to a very low level compared with the conductivity of freezing water. The experimental results
show that the range of dripping water conductivity is 3 to 12 times greater than the freezing
water conductivity, depending on the measuring point along the insulator. This is in agreement
with what was previously measured by Farzaneh and Melo [25]. Once flashover occurs, the
volume flow rate, which is at its maximum value, decreases gradually in a short delay to nearly
zero as shown in Figure 4.33. The reduction of the flow rate may be explained by the
disappearance of the flashover heat source. Furthermore, the surrounding temperature of icecovered insulator is too low to melt the remaining ice.
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Figure 4.33. Volume flow rate of water film.

4.6. Discussions
4.6.1. Effect of voltage polarity on minimum flashover voltage
The experimental results showed that for a given experimental condition the minimum
flashover voltage was highest when the voltage was positive. The ratio of positive-to-negative
flashover voltage varied from 1.10 to 1.25. The asymmetry of results between positive and
negative voltages is interesting since it implies a difference in insulation requirements for the two
poles of a DC line. The polarity effect in the maximum withstand voltage of ah ice-covered
insulator is likely to be caused by the different characteristics of the partial arcs in each polarity.
Hence, the investigation of the partial arcs structures under positive and negative voltages can
help in interpreting the difference between positive and negative arcs.

From the arc propagation, it was observed that the positive partial arc lies close to the
surface [133] and is strongly cooled by the cold surface, resulting in a thin and hot arc column
[134], [135]. In contrast to a positive arc, these bright spots in a negative arc are floating away
from the surface. At a later time, the central part of a negative arc floats much higher than a
positive arc [133]. An interaction exists between the conductive ice surface and the column of
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the positive partial arc, which prevents the positive arc from floating. This interaction involves
the motion of Na atoms from the surface into the arc column. Since on the ice surface
contaminated with sodium chloride, light emitted from the arc column is solely from the Na
atoms [136], [137], [138], and the luminosity of positive arcs are brighter than negative arcs.
Therefore, more Na atoms may evaporate from the surface with positive arc than the negative
arc, and transported into the channel by diffusion. The gradient of the Na density may attract the
arc column close to the surface, because Na atoms supply electrons and raise air conductivity
[134]. Hence, arc velocity under DC- is higher than under DC+, resulting in the higher maximum
withstand voltage under DC+.

Arc propagation pictures reported in [139], [140] show that under positive DC voltage,
the arc foot appeared branched and consisted of multiple small spots. Therefore, the discharge
current entered the ice surface at more than one contact point. The added resistance - due to the
current constriction - causes the additional voltage drop, increasing the flashover voltage under
positive polarity [141].

Moreover, it is well recognized that in some circumstances arcs will spontaneously
extinguish due to cathodic phenomena [142]. Such phenomena on the water surface could make
the positive arc less stable than the negative arc and hence increase the positive flashover
voltage.

Experimental results confirmed that the minimum flashover voltage under AC is lower
than under DC+. The reason for this lower AC flashover voltage is because half the AC wave
acts as an opposing pre-stress to the following half wave. Therefore the charge created on the
surface of the solid insulator causes an enhancement in the electric field at both electrodes,
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leading to a lower flashover voltage [143]. In the case of an AC arc, more investigations related
to its arc roots structures are still required.

4.6.2. Effect of water film conductivity on arc velocity
An arc needs a high ionization degree at its tip and enough energy to heat it to plasma
temperature and to compensate for heat losses [144]. During arc propagation, the energy is
supplied to the arc channel by leakage current through the ice surface. Thus, the energy injected
into the channel is determined by the ohmic resistance of the water film. The flow of leakage
current over the surface is accompanied by Joule effect and the formation of a water film. This
increases the conductivity and the leakage current that can increase the energy supply to the arc
channel, thus accelerating its development in the later stages. Therefore, the higher the freezing
water conductivity, the higher the arc velocity is. Additionally, the arc length growth was
observed using the ultra high-speed camera and was found to fall within 60-80% of the total
length of the insulator a few moments before flashover occurrence, independently of the initial
air gap length. Furthermore, the measured arc propagation velocity during the whole process
showed that the arc will reach it maximum velocity in the range of 1000 to 2000 m/s depending
on the voltage type and freezing water conductivity.

4.6.3. Effect of freezing water conductivity and dry arc distance on maximum
withstand voltage
The experimental results imply a noticeable decrease in the minimum flashover voltage
with an increase in the freezing water conductivity (when below 100 (iS/cm). For higher values
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(above 100 jiS/cm), the effect of the variation of this parameter is less significant. The flashover
measurements showed that the lower the breakdown voltage along the air gaps is, the lower the
flashover occurrence is. Moreover, for freezing conductivity higher than 100 jj,S/cm, ice surface
is assumed to reach its required conductance to drop whole voltage across air gaps, while for low
conductivity, the voltage distributes along the insulator's length. This may explain why the
flashover voltage may not change significantly for high freezing water conductivity. The dry arc
distance is one of the main factors affecting the number of partial arcs initiated from insulator
surface. The experimental results indicate that the minimum flashover voltage increases slightly
nonlinearly with an increase in insulator's dry arc distance. This is due to the fact that when the
insulator length increases, free ice zones (air gaps) also increase. These added air gaps may
change the real equivalent arc distances of an ice-covered insulator due to the addition of leakage
distance because of the air gaps. Therefore, a slightly nonlinear relationship between the VMF and
arc distance could be seen.

4.7. Flashover results presentation using Icing Stress Product (ISP)
An important parameter, so far used as a flashover index, is the Icing Stress Product
(ISP). The ISP (g/cmXfiS/cm) is the product of the ice layer weight (g/cm of dry-arc distance)
and the conductivity of the melted ice layer ((j,S/cm) [24]. The weight of accreted ice per
centimeter of dry arc distance (g/cm) was assumed to be four times the ice thickness (mm) on the
reference cylinder [21]. Considering an ice thickness of 15 mm, an ice layer weight of 60 g/cm
can be considered for the present work. Moreover, based on the ice layer conductivity measured
at the CIGELE laboratory (UQAC), this value is fairly close to the applied water conductivity.
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Based on the above-mentioned assumptions, the flashover stresses in kV per meter of dry arc
distance versus the ISP in g/cmjaS/cm for different air gap configurations are shown in Figures
40.34 and 40.35 under DC+ and DC- respectively. As can be seen, the flashover stress decreases
with increasing ISP.
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Figure 4.36 shows the AC flashover stress results as a function of the ISP for
Configurations 3-dc and 1-ac respectively for dry arc distances of 173 and 275 cm. Similar
flashover stresses could be seen for different dry arc distances.
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Figure 4.36. Comparison of AC flashover stress versus ISP for dry arc distances of 173 and 275 cm.

The flashover stress results versus the ISP for different air gap configurations can be
represented by following general equation.
E = A(ISP)a

(4.1)

Table 4.2 summarizes coefficients of A and a under AC and DC voltage with different air
gap positions.

Table 4. 2. Coefficients of A and a in Equation (4.1)
DC+
DC-

Voltage
Air gap
configuration
A

a

AC

1-dc

2-dc

3-dc

1-dc

2-dc

3-dc

3-dc

1-ac

458

444

775

302

220

310

414

306

-0.19

-0.18

-0.25

-0.15

-0.11

-0.16

-0.2

-0.16
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4.7.1. Comparison of flashover results from different laboratories under icing
conditions
As mentioned in Chapter 2, over the last years, problems due to ice accretion have
necessitated some laboratory investigations. Due to the limitations in laboratory equipment,
experimental results, in particular, flashover results are still insufficient to evaluate properly the
performance of ice-covered EHV insulators. Moreover, because of different ice and pollution
severity of each region, typical test conditions, evaluation methods as well as insulators have
been used. Hence, flashover results from different laboratories are sometime hardly comparable.
However, an attempt was made to compare the flashover results achieved from this research with
those obtained from other laboratories.

The relations between flashover stress in kV per meter of dry arc distance, and ISP in
((iS.g.cm"2) were presented in Equation (4.1) using results from different laboratories. Table 4.3
summarizes the coefficients of A and a under AC and DC voltage for different test conditions.

Table 4.3» Coefficients of A and a in Equation (4.1)
DC
AC
DC+
DCDCAC
Farzaneh[24] Farzaneh[24]
Farzaneh[24]
Jiang[81]
Shut 145]

DC+

DC-

A

534

272

400

340

1173.5

1831

355

a

-0.205

-0.145

-0.19

-0.19

-0.26

-0.3

-0.18

AC
Shu[145]

396

AC
Jiang
[1461
2320.5

-0.19

-0.32

-0.314

From the relations obtained from several laboratory results (Equation (4.1) as per Table
4.3), the flashover stresses versus ISP are shown in Figure 4.37. The discrepancies between
laboratory results can be related to the different test conditions.
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Figure 4.37. Comparison of flashover stress obtained from different research.

Expressions of DC+, DC- and AC are related to relations achieved by the mean flashover
stresses versus ISP of different air gap configurations. Farzaneh and Chisholm presented
relations related to AC and DC maximum withstand stresses obtained from a short string of
IEEE standard insulators under artificial wet-grown ice [24]. The average relationship between
the DC flashover stress versus ISP for four types of insulators (porcelain, glass and two SIR
specimens with different geometry) was presented by Jiang et al. using the icing-water
conductivity method [81]. Jiang et al [146] determined the relationship between the AC
minimum flashover stress of an ice-covered insulator string including nine IEC standard
suspension units and ISP as per the U-shaped curve method. A series of AC and DC flashover
tests on porcelain, glass and composite insulators was carried out using melting regime method
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by Shu et al. [145]. The relations between the flashover stress and ISP were extracted from AC
and DC test results obtained from an insulator string of seven porcelain units.

4.8. Conclusion
A number of experiments were carried out in order to determine the minimum flashover
voltage and record the leakage current on ice-covered post and line insulators under AC and DC
voltages. The effect of two main parameters, freezing water conductivity and insulator length, on
the minimum flashover voltage was investigated. Higher freezing water conductivity results were
observed in lower minimum flashover voltages. The minimum flashover voltage increases with
an increase in the insulator length. Also, the influences of the number and position of air gaps on
the maximum withstand voltage of insulators under icing conditions were investigated. The
results obtained might be helpful in designing HVDC insulators with high electrical
performances under icing conditions. This may be achieved by controlling the number of air
gaps with appropriate settings of corona rings or booster sheds.

Furthermore, a novel method was proposed to establish a linear relationship between the
equivalent surface conductivity and the freezing water conductivity of an ice-covered post
insulator during flashover. This method was based on a number of measurements, carried out to
determine the flow rate and the volume conductivity of the water film through the ice surface.

Moreover, the effects of freezing water conductivity, which governs surface conductivity,
on the arc velocity under AC and DC voltages were investigated. These results revealed
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differences in the propagation processes of AC and DC arcs, which might explain the effect of
voltage type and polarity on the minimum flashover voltage of an ice-covered insulator.

The icing stress product (ISP) was considered as a characteristic parameter to indicate the
flashover performance of an ice-covered post insulator. In general, the flashover stress of an icecovered insulator decreases with increasing the ISP.
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CHAPTER 5
MODELING OF AC AND DC FLASHOVER ON ICECOVERED INSULATORS

5.1. Introduction
Because of the limited facilities in laboratories, experimental investigations for
determining the flashover performance of M l scale ice-covered insulators under icing conditions
are scarce and sometimes costly and time consuming. Therefore, the mathematical model
appears as one of the most interesting ways to estimate the flashover behavior of ice-covered
insulators. A detailed understanding of all aspects of the flashover process on ice-covered
insulators is required in order to establish a dynamic model to predict the behavior of electric arc
parameters during flashover occurrence. Such a task would essentially involve an examination of
the main tenets of the physical, electrical, mechanical, thermal and thermodynamic aspects of
flashover processes on ice surface.

The flashover on ice-covered insulators is still one of the most challenging problems of
power systems in cold climate regions. To the best of our knowledge, the substantial study
concerning basic phenomena occurring during the flashover of ice-covered insulators was
pioneered by Farzaneh et al. [18], [22]. The flashover phenomenon over an ice surface generally
takes place in three main stages. First, the appearance of water film on the ice surface and the
initiation of corona discharges across the air gaps as shown in Figure 5.1a. Then, if the applied
voltage is higher than Vws 5 the local arcs can change within seconds to a white arc and extend
along the ice surface as shown in Figure 5.1b. Finally, when the arc reaches a critical length
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(about 60-80% of the insulator length), this may result in a complete flashover, shown in Figure
5.1c.

(a) t=-46 ms

(b) t=-3 ms

(c) t=0 ms

Figure 5.1. Different stages of arc development on an ice-covered insulator.

In this chapter, the parameters necessary to establish DC and AC dynamic models were
introduced and, from these parameters, the currently available one-arc model was expanded to a
two-arc dynamic model for both AC and DC voltages. Moreover, a novel approach to determine
the equivalent surface conductivity is proposed based on fluid mechanics and the Navier-Stokes
equations, as well as a series of experiments presented in Chapter 4 to measure the water film
flow rate and conductivity. Finally, the relevant algorithm to predict the behavior of arc
parameters during AC and DC flashover occurrences are established. The proposed improved
models offer a great advantage over the currently available static or dynamic mathematical
models as they constitute a powerful and accurate tool for predicting the flashover voltage of ice-
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covered post insulators. Hence, such models might be used for selecting and dimensioning of HV
and EHV insulators under different icing conditions.

5.2. Model description
Recall that the flashover of an ice-covered insulator is due to the initiation and
development of local arcs across air gaps. This creates a situation similar to that of the flashover
of a polluted insulator represented by an arc in series with a residual resistance consisting of an
ice layer (which is not bridged by the arc). One of the first quantitative analyses of arcs on
contaminated surfaces was carried out by Obenaus [108], The same basic idea has been used to
model arc propagation on iced insulators at CIGELE laboratory [32], [33]. The phenomenon is
modeled by a simple electrical equivalent circuit consisting of an arc in series with an electrical
resistance. The air gaps on the ice-covered insulators in series with the accumulated ice which
have a relatively high surface conductivity, present situations similar to those of the dry bands in
series with the wet parts of polluted insulator surfaces. In this model, the arc channel is assumed
to be cylindrical with radius r and length x represented by a RLC electrical network, as shown in
Figure 5.2. In order to describe the production of electrical charges, a capacitance is inserted in
the model. When the arc propagates, the voltage and current waves initiated are described by
[32], [33]:

- Vc(t) - Ve = Rarc(x, t)I a r c (t) + Larc(x, t)
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where Rarc(x> t), L(x, t) and C(x, t) represent respectively, arc channel resistance, inductance and
capacitance between the arc tip and the opposite electrode capacitance. Rjce (x, t) depicts the
non-bridged ice-layer resistance, Vap(t) is the applied voltage, Vc is voltage drop across
capacitance C(x, t) and Ve, represents the voltage drop at the electrodes under DC voltage. Under
AC voltage, this value (Ve) is negligible. The value of this latter for negative and positive arcs on
the ice surface has been determined experimentally at 526 and 799 V respectively [31], [147].

W(,V. 0

Lf,rc(X. 0

B
Figure 5.2. The basic equivalent circuit model of arc propagation on an ice-covered insulator surface.

5.3. The equivalent circuit components
The pertinent relationships for determining the circuit elements are essential to successful
simulation and modeling. These relationships should reflect all known physical properties of the
intervening/involved parameters. The electrical circuit used to calculate the arc parameters
include some parts such as arc resistance, arc inductance, capacitance and ice resistance which
can be introduced as follows:
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5.3.1. Arc channel characteristics
The impedance of the arc, constituted of a resistance in series with an inductance and a
capacitance in parallel with the ice resistance, should consider the electromagnetic aspects of the
channel through which the current flows.

In order to determine arc channel inductance, a simplification already proposed for
discharge in long air gaps modeling is used [148]. The inductance per unit length of the channel
(H/m) L arc is also given by:

(5.3)

= g 0.25 + ln( Df / r )

where Df represents the distance far from the discharge axis at which the magnetic field is
considered to be zero, (i0 is the vacuum permeability and r is the arc channel radius (cm)
calculated from Equation (5.4) [120]:

/Ï7"
~ -J /toe

r_
r

where I is the arc current (A). The parameter k has been previously determined by Farzaneh et
al [120] as 0.648 for DC+ and 0.624 for DC-.
The arc channel resistance is obtained from energy balance equations. In order to derive
an expression which would connect the electrical conductivity of the channel with the electrical
characteristics of the circuit, it may be assumed that the discharge occurs in such a short time that
radiation and heat loss by conduction are negligible. Indeed, the arc channel, the so-called
positive column, is a volume of normally non-linear ionized gas [132], [149]. The arc channel
resistance, based on the energy balance equation, can be calculated using Mayr's equation [123].
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1 drarc

r

I2

(5.5)

r a r c dt
where t is the arc time constant which may be taken at 100 (is (for air) [150], [151], [152], Po is
the heat conduction rate which, in this case, is 204.7(VA/cm) [86] and r a r c is the arc resistance
(O/m).

The capacitance C(x, t) between arc tip and the opposite electrode (F), which depends on
the geometry of the system, is calculated using a spherical approximation, as shown in Figure 5.3
[153]:

(5.6)
with:

(5.7)

where 0 represents the diameter of opposite electrode.

B

x
L-x
Figure 5.3. Capacitance of the rod and finite plane geometry [153].

5.3.2. Ice section characteristics
The reflection of ice section behavior in the electrical circuit is represented as the ice
resistance. The resistance of the ice layer consisting of a thin conductive film of water is
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calculated taking into account the insulator geometry and the constriction of current at the arc
root. For a narrow ice band, where the width of the ice layer is less than its length, this resistance
yields [114]:

„

_

1

pr(L-x)

t

, ,wxi

(5.8)

where w is ice layer width and ye is the equivalent surface conductivity.

Since ice is almost considered as a non-conductive material [121], the resistance of this
part is mainly due to a thin water layer at the ice surface. If an axially symmetrical insulator is
covered with a thin uniform conductive film of a constant thickness, the equivalent surface
conductivity ye is equal to the product of equivalent water film conductivity os and its equivalent
thickness h, defined by [24] :

Ye=h.as

(5.9)

Pervious investigations on the determination of surface conductivity resulted in a liner
relationship between surface conductivity (Ye) and the freezing water conductivity (crw) [31].

where a and P are functions of voltage type and polarity.

The electrical surface conductivity, determined by equating the measured surface
resistance and its analytical relationship, displays a relatively large standard deviation, from 10
to 50% [31]. Therefore, a relatively high error is expected in the flashover voltage prediction of
long ice-covered insulators by the existing models.
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Accordingly, a novel approach is proposed to establish a linear relationship between the
equivalent surface conductivity and the freezing water conductivity of an ice-covered post
insulator based on the measurement of the water film conductivity and flow rate during flashover
occurrence, described in Chapter 4.

5.3.2.1. Electrical surface conductivity
The surface conductivity, y e

at

any point of an axially symmetrical insulator is covered

with a thin uniform conductive film of a constant thickness h and constant conductivity 0 S , is
defined by Equation (5.9). Hence, in order to derive Equation (5.9) under icing conditions, it is
essential to determine water film thickness as well as water film conductivity during the melting
process and flashover.

In order to determine the water film thickness, an approach similar to that used by Fox,
based on fluid mechanics and Navier-Stokes equations, was applied [35]. It was considered that
the water flow originates from the top of the vertical insulator and flows downward due to the
gravity in a steady, developed and incompressible laminar flow as shown in Figure 5.4.

Ice layer

Insulator

Figure 5.4. Laminar flow on an iced-covered vertical insulator.
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According to continuity and Navier-Stokes equations, the governing equations written for
incompressible flow with constant viscosity are as follows [35]:

£X + ^
dy

=

O

(5.11)
v

dz

dw ,

au,

(ôw ,

dw ,

dv ,

dw ,

du\

dp ,

/

2

rd

xx , d2n

dw\

where u, v and w are the water film velocity in x5 y and z directions respectively. Also, p, g
and \x are the water density (kg/m3), the acceleration of gravity (m/s2) and the water viscosity
(kg/m.s) respectively. Considering the above specified assumption and integrating the abovementioned equations, the Navier-Stokes equations can be reduced to Equations (5.15) and (5.16),
as follows.

= pgy+|

(5.16)

where the gravity g is only in the x-direction, then:
d2\x _

_pg
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The single and double integral of Equation (5.17) yields:

^ = -^y +

(5.18)

Cl

(5.19)

Considering two boundary conditions, the zero-shear stress condition at the liquid free
surface and the zero-water film velocity at y=h, the velocity profile can be obtained as:

u

= £S(hy-Ç)

(5.20)

The volume flow rate over an ice-covered insulator can be calculated as:
(5.21)

where W is the surface width in the z-direction. Thus, the water film thickness can be determined
as follows:

h =

(5.22)

pgWj

The variation of water film thickness based on Equation (5.22) is depicted in Figure 5.5.
Water film thickness during flashover occurrence is 0.36 mm.
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Figure 5.5. Water film thickness.

Based on Equation (5.9), the equivalent surface conductivity is equal to the product of the
equivalent water film conductivity and its equivalent thickness. Based on this concept and the
results obtained from experiments, the relationships between the equivalent

surface

conductivity,Ye and the freezing water conductivity, 0 W under AC and DC voltages are as
follows:

= O.O8l0w ( H ) + 2.8

for AC voltage

(5.23)

= O.O960W Q | ) + 3.3

for DC+ voltage

(5.24)

Ye(i-is) = 0.074crw Q | ) + 2.9

for DC- voltage

(5.25)

Under DC+ conditions, the sensitivity of Ye to a w is hardly greater than that under AC
conditions. This is perhaps due to the fact that the heating effect of DC+ arcs is stronger than that
of AC arcs [133].
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5.3.2.2. Variation of water film thickness along the ice-covered insulator
To the best of our knowledge, less fundamental work has been done on the determination
of the electrical surface conductivity dynamics along ice-covered insulators. Hence, the
information related to the variation of water film thickness and surface conductivity along the
insulator is helpful to further our knowledge on the process of arc propagation over ice surfaces.
There are not sufficient scientific contributions showing the non-uniformity of the
voltage, leakage current, and temperature distribution along an iced-covered insulator surface.
The first step towards studying and understanding these issues is to investigate the distribution of
water thickness and its conductivity along an ice-covered insulator. It will therefore be assumed
that the water film has a conical frustum shape instead of a cylindrical shape with the same
volume. Figure 5.6 illustrates the geometry of an iced-covered insulator with uniform and nonuniform water films.

Watti: film

lee laym

Ice layer fasulator Water film

mitt

(a)

(b)

Figure 5.6. Water film on ice-covered insulator, (a): uniform water film, (b):non-uniform water film.
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Based on the above mentioned assumptions, the following simplified mathematical
relationship was derived to provide the thickness of a non-uniform water film along the insulator.
+ OR + h m i n )h m a x + (3Rh min + h^ i n - 3h 2 - 6Rh) = 0

(5.26)

where h, h m a x ? h m j n and R are uniform water film thickness, maximum water film
thickness, minimum water film thickness and ice-covered insulator radius respectively.
According to laboratory observations, the maximum water film conductivity at the upper part of
the insulator is considered at the first stage of the water film collection from the ice surface
before flashover occurrence. The measured values of h m | n under DC+, DC- and AC are
0.173 mm, 0.168 mm and 0.177 mm, respectively. The value of h m a x is calculated using
Equation (5.26). Using two measurement points at the top and bottom of the insulator, the
relations related to the variation of water film thickness and conductivity along insulator can be
written as follows:

h(mm) = 0.0022L(cm) + 0.177

for AC

(5.27)

h(mm) = 0.0022L(cm) + 0.173

for DC+

(5.28)

h(mm) = 0.0023L(cm) + 0.168

for DC-

(5.29)

In the same way, the variation in water film conductivity, afnm, along the insulator was
calculated based on Equation (5.9) as follows, (in the case of a freezing water conductivity of
80 |is/cm):

f f AC
0.0022L(cm)+0.177

<5'30>

°
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r^r

forDC+

0.0023L(cm)+0.168

(5.31)
v

0.0022L(cm)+0.173

fo D C

'

( 5 3 2 )

Recently, FEM methods have been based on approximate data of natural ice behavior
without accounting for flashover conditions [92], [93]. Therefore, considerations of water film
thickness and conductivity could be helpful in simulating real boundary conditions for icecovered insulators.

5.3.3. Propagation criterion and arc velocity
Based on Hampton's investigations - in the case of a cylindrical configuration with
practically constant resistance per unit length - an arc will propagate if the voltage gradient
(kV/m) along the cylinder (water column in Hampton tests), E ice , is higher than the voltage
gradient in the arc column E arc [15]:

(5-33)

Earc < Sice

The arc voltage gradient E arc is given by [115]:
E arc = AI" n

(5.34)

where arc constants are A = 208.9, n = 0.449 for DC+ and A = 84.6, n = 0.772 for DC- [31].
Ej ce , as a constant field, can be deduced simply by:

-

.
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(5

To determine the arc propagation velocity (m/s), a relation proportional to the discharge
current, was established [154].

v(t) = ^

( 5.3 6 )

ML

where qL is the average charge per unit length (C/m), considered constant for practical purposes
[154].

(5.37)

5.4. Two -arc model of flashover
Experimental investigations have shown that, in the case of post type insulators longer
than 1 m, there usually were two or three arcs on the insulators in series with the residual ice
layer [72]. For each of these arcs, there is one point on the ice layer where the current lines are
concentrated. When this happens, flashover on an ice-covered post-type insulator should be
described by the multi-arcs model. When two arcs form, as considered in this work, the
phenomenon can be described by the model depicted in Figure 5.7a. In calculating the residual
resistance, one should consider the current concentration at the two arc roots. This model can be
equivalently split into two parts, as shown in Figure 5.7b. Based on the proposed simplified
equivalent electric circuit (Figure 5.8), the equations introduced above may be modified and
expressed as follows, considering that xi and X2 are the lengths of the local arcs.

(5.38)
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L a rc( x 2) — ^

r arc (xl)

(5.39)

drarc(xl)
dt

(5.40)

dr arc (x2) _
r arc (x2)
dt

(5.41)

(5.42)

(5.43)

Arc

B

Figure 5.7. (a): two arcs model, (b): equivalent model for two arcs.

t)

Lj(x. t)

iceiX, I)

(x. t)

V,

B
Figure 5.8. A simplified equivalent electric circuit.
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R 2 (x.t) La(x. t)
2 (x.

t)

In order to simplify the model, the capacitor C is neglected and all remaining components
form a series circuit. Therefore, the equivalent resistance and inductance per unit length of arc
channel can be written as follows:

Rice(x) = RiceCXi) + Ricefe) = ^

[ ^

+ 2 In (£j\

lnf Df / r j

= L arc (x 2 ) + L arc ( Xl ) = ^

(5.44)

(5.45)

5.5. General description of the proposed dynamic model
Figure 5.9 shows a simplified flowchart of the self-consistent time-dependent
mathematical model proposed to predict DC and AC flashover. The input data are as follows:
insulator geometry, ice layer characteristics and/or properties, applied voltage, and some initial
values. The discharge time base is divided into steps dt (lower than the arc time constant) starting
from t = 0.

At each time step, the critical conditions for continued propagation of the discharge are
tested and, if they are satisfactory, the discharge continues to progress up to the final jump stage.
Otherwise the arc extinguishes and flashover cannot take place. At this time, a new step is
considered by increasing the applied voltage. The simulation is restarted again with initialization
of the input data. At the time, when the two arc roots meet together - which corresponds to the
case when the length of arc 1 plus that of arc 2 equals the arc distance of the insulator which can
be expressed by Equation 5.46 - flashover will take place:
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X-L

(5.46)

+ X2 > L

Under AC voltage, this moment happens at the peak value of the last quarter cycle (T/4, T
being the period) [124] and so, velocity is adjusted to achieve a complete flashover at this time.
Before this moment, while the surface conductivity is less than its critical value, the length of arc
is considered constant and the current variation is due to the surface conductivity change, as well
as to the arc resistance. Then, under the calculated value of flashover voltage, the simulation is
repeated to calculate the parameters in the last stage. For each iteration, arc resistance and length
are initialized.

Reading ftie input data

Arc parameter Initialization

Are parameter initfatf&fttiott

Arc parameter computation
( & WcOà*Wc(t), f W ( t ) and v(x)

Arc parameter computation

t = t -f dt
t+dt

Yes
Yes

Computation of

M*)
Last quarter cycle
for AC voltage

To calculate FQV under BC voltage

Figure 5.9. General flowchart of AC and DC modeling.
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5.6. Conclusion
A self-consistent dynamic two-arc model allowing predicting the behavior of AC and DC
arcs on ice-covered post insulators was proposed in this chapter. Based on an electrical
equivalent circuit, a number of relationships were used or proposed to determine different
variables involved in the arc phenomenon. The surface conductivity at the time of flashover was
determined using a novel method based on fluid mechanics and Navier-Stokes equations as well
as the measurement of the water film conductivity and flow rate of an ice-covered post insulator.
This model makes it possible to determine not only the minimum flashover voltage (VMF) but
also some characteristics of the discharge, including temporal evolution of leakage current, arc
characteristics and icing severity of the insulator. The model takes into account the variation of
freezing water conductivity, insulator geometry, the ice layer characteristics, the applied voltage
polarities and some fundamental concepts of air gap formation. This model may constitute a
powerful tool for the selection of EHV and UHV insulators subjected to ice accretion.
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CHAPTER 6
MODEL VALIDATION AND
NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
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CHAPTER 6
MODEL VALIDATION AND NUMERICAL
SIMULATIONS

6.1. Introduction
Flashover on an ice-covered insulator starts with the initiation of an arc which propagates
along the ice surface. This is a situation similar to the flashover of a polluted insulator.
Obenaus's model was developed to describe flashover under DC conditions [108]. Rizk added
suitable criteria to adapt the model for AC flashover [151]. Laboratory investigations have
shown that the Obenaus's model coupled with re-ignition conditions has proved to be accurate
and adaptable to a wide range of ice surface flashover situations. A two-arc dynamic model,
based on the Obenaus's concept, was elaborated to predict the behavior of AC and DC flashover
on ice-covered post-type insulators in Chapter 5. In this chapter, the results predicted by the
proposed model will be validated against experimental ones obtained using ice-covered post
insulators, considering different lengths and freezing water conductivities under AC and DC
voltages. In addition, in order to interpret the experimental results, the potential and electric-field
distributions around an ice-covered post insulator, during a melting period, were determined
under different air gap configurations using a Finite Element Method (FEM).
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6.2. Validation of the equivalent surface conductivity mathematical model
The current AC and DC dynamic models were established based on the equivalent
surface conductivity proposed by Zhang et al. [31]. Indeed, this empirical relation fitted the
experimental data with a standard error of Ye varying between ± 1 to ±16 |ns. Therefore, an
inevitable discrepancy between simulated values and measured values is observed. Hence, in
order to develop the current models, the equivalent surface conductivity obtained from the
proposed method presented in Chapter 5 was applied. To verify the validity of this method,
simulation results were compared to experimental ones obtained from a systematic study,
including the influences of voltage type and polarity, freezing water conductivity, and insulator
arc distance on minimum flashover voltage and leakage current.

Figures 6.1 to 6.4 illustrate the single-arc model performance when predicting leakage
current as it occurs a few moments before complete flashover on an ice-covered post insulator,
under DC and AC. When flashover occurred, leakage current increased up to several mA in a
very short period and then suddenly increased rapidly. The results show that there is good
agreement between the computed and measured leakage currents. This difference is probably due
to either the random variation of some parameters such as arc propagation trajectory, complexity
of ice flashover mechanism, or to some simplifications made in the modeling of the arc channel
parameters. Moreover, under AC voltage, the frequency difference between simulated and
measured AC leakage currents might be due to the data sampling frequency by the Labview™
measurement system.
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Figure 6.1. Comparison of the measured and computed leakage current of the positive arc with dry arc
distance of 173 cm.
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Figure 6.3. Measured leakage current of AC arc with dry arc distance of 173 cm.
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Figure 6.4. Simulated leakage current of AC arc with dry arc distance of 173 cm.

Figures 6.5 and 6.6 show the minimum flashover voltage values obtained by the singlearc dynamic model compared to experimental values from related to configurations 1 and 3,
under DC+ and DC- voltages respectively. Two values of freezing water conductivity were
considered, namely 80 |iS/cm and 150 |j,S/cm. The minimum flashover voltage decreased with
increasing freezing water conductivity. From these results, it may be observed that there is a
good degree of agreement between the minimum flashover voltage calculated from the model
and the experimental ones. This may be due to the difference between the upper and lower arc
velocities, as the model is based on the mean velocity of the arc.

The DC+ flashover voltage is predicted to be a median of 20% higher than the DC- level
with the mathematical model, which compares well with the experimental values. This renders
calculation of the DC- flashover voltage more important for engineering applications.
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Figures 6.7 shows the minimum flashover voltage values obtained by the one-arc
dynamic model, compared to the values obtained from experiments under AC voltage. The
minimum flashover voltage declines with increasing freezing water conductivity. Since the
experiments under AC voltage were carried out for two air gap positions, (consequently two arc
formations), there is an error in the computed flashover voltage based on the single arc model.
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The experimental results were taken from [33] where a 103 cm post insulator was tested
under uniform wet-grown ice. The simulated results of the variation in the minimum flashover
voltage obtained with the proposed equivalent surface conductivity are not only in good
agreement with the experimental results, but also with the results obtained by Tavakoli et al [33]
with their dynamic model (Figure 6.8).
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6.3. Validation of the proposed two-arc model
Under EHV and UHV, long insulators such as post insulators with arc length/distance
greater than 1 m are used. Under these conditions, voltage distribution is highly non-uniform,
particularly after the appearance of icicles. Therefore, more than one air gap may be formed,
causing a multi-arc initiation. In this case, it is required to expand the currently available singlearc model to a two-arc model for predicting the flashover voltage of ice-covered EHV and UHV
insulators. To verify the validity of the proposed mathematical models, simulation results were
compared to minimum flashover voltages and leakage currents recorded from experiments.

6.3.1. Validation of the DC two-arc model
In order to validate the simulation results from the proposed model depicted by the
flowchart given in Figure 5.9, the experimental results of a two-air gap configuration under
different freezing water conductivities were used. Figures 6.9 and 6.10 depict the comparison
between computed values of the instantaneous arc propagation current, by the two-arc dynamic
model, and those measured experimentally for both voltage types (DC+ and DC-).
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It can be observed that the present model predicts leakage currents that agree
satisfactorily with the experimental ones.

Figures 6.11 and 6.12 shows flashover voltages calculated by the two-arc dynamic model
and the corresponding minimum flashover results for the ice-covered post insulators as a
function of freezing water conductivity, under DC+ and DC- respectively. From these results, it
may be observed that there is good agreement between the flashover voltages calculated from the
developed model and the experimental results, with a maximum error of 5%.
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6.3.2. Validation of the AC two-arc model
Figures 6.13 and 6.14 compare the minimum flashover voltage values, VMF> obtained by
the model, with those of the experiments. The error in the calculation is probably related to the
assumption of a constant value for Po in Equation (5.5), since this parameter showed a
considerable variation related to variations in insulator lengths, and freezing water
conductivities.
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Figure 6.15 and 6.16 show the influence of dry arc distance on the minimum flashover
voltage of a post insulator, uniformly covered with wet-grown ice. The experimental and
simulation results compare well, thus validating the proposed two-arc model. It may be seen that
the VMF presents a slight non-linear increase with increasing arc distance.
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6.4. Numerical simulations of potential and electric-field distributions along
an ice-covered post insulator
Creating a water film on an ice surface can be achieved by increasing the ambient
temperature or by thermal exchanges involving the stabilized arc burning on the ice surface. The
high conductivity of a water film can cause a considerable voltage drop along air gaps [73] and,
consequently, cause the formation of electrical arcs leading to flashover. Therefore, air gap
position has an obvious effect on the flashover performance of ice-covered insulators.

In order to explain the experimental results, the electrical potential distributions along the
three tested configurations under AC and DC voltages were numerically simulated. For this
purpose, the commercial multi-physics software COMSOL was used. To reduce the
characteristic complexity of the modeling, it was assumed that half of the insulator string surface
was uniformly covered with ice, and also the water film forms along the ice surface with uniform
thickness and conductivity. The simulation parameters are presented in Table 6.1. The
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conductivities of the bulk ice, porcelain and air are ignored in the numerical simulations as they
are not significant when compared to those of a water film on an ice surface.
Table 6.1. Simulation parameters [155].
Relative permittivity
Conductivity (S/m)
Thickness (mm)

Porcelain
6
0
-

Ice
75
0
15

Air
1
0
-

Water film
81
0.013
0.15

6.4.1. Potential distribution along the insulator under DC voltage
Figure 6.17 shows the distribution of equipotential lines for each simulated configuration
under DC service voltage. The results related to the potential and electric field distributions
obtained for the different ice configurations are presented in Figures 6.18 and 6.19 respectively.
The simulation results indicate the presence of a highly conductive water film at the ice surface,
leading to a high equipotential line concentration in the air gaps, especially for those close to the
HV electrode, where a significant voltage drop is observed.

To investigate the effect of air gap positions and of the number of air gaps on the
potential and the electric-field distributions, the voltage drop along the different air gaps - as
observed during the melting regime - was calculated. The simulation was performed under a
voltage gradient of 75 kV/m of arc distance. Equation (6.1) gives the breakdown voltage as a
function of air-gap length, varying from 2 to 20 cm, as obtained in [92]:

(6.1)

Vb(kV) = 3.96 x(cm) + 7.49
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 6.17. Equipotential lines distributions for a wet ice- covered insulator: a) upper air gap, b) lower air
gap, c) lower and upper air gaps.

Upper air gap
Lower air gap
Two air gaps

Distance (m)
Figure 6.18. Potential distributions under DC voltage.
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Upper air gap
Lower air gap
Two air gaps

Distance (m)
Figure 6.19. Electric field distributions under DC voltage.

The value obtained for Vb (48% of applied voltage) compared to the voltage drop values,
as shown in Figure 6.18, confirms the presence of a partial arc along upper air gap in
configurations 1-dc and 3-de as well as lower air gap in configuration 2-de. Therefore, the
voltage drop is always greater along the air gap close to the HV electrode. This is due to the fact
that, with an ice-free insulator, the potential distribution is not linear and presents a significant
voltage drop along the first sheds close to the HV electrode. Hence, the breakdown voltage at the
upper air gap occurs sooner than at the lower one. Under certain conditions, the partial arc will
increase the extent of the water film on the insulator surface, which may cause the partial arc to
spread over the ice surface and lead to flashover if the critical conditions are reached under lower
voltage.
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6.4.2. Potential and electric-field distributions along the insulator under AC voltage
In this numerical study, the effect of the number of air gaps on potential distribution
along the ice-covered insulator under AC voltage was investigated. To achieve this goal, the
three configurations of air gap location presented in Chapter 4 are considered. The distribution of
equipotential lines for each simulated configuration is shown in Figure 6.20. Figures 6.21 and
6.22 show the simulation results of the potential and electric field distributions along the icecovered insulator under the aforementioned configurations, respectively.
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Figure 6.20. Equipotential lines distributions for a wet ice- covered insulator: a) 2 air gaps, b) 3 air gaps, c) 4
air gaps.
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For each ice accretion, the total applied voltage, set at 200 kVrms, is almost distributed
along the air gaps. This is due to the presence of the highly conductive water film at the ice
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surface. Moreover, the simulation results confirm that the number of air gaps has a significant
effect on the potential distribution along the ice-covered station insulator.

To verify the effect of the number of air gaps on the partial arc formation, the voltage
drops are computed and summarized in Table 6.2. At first glance, the simulation results reported
in Table 6.2 confirmed the fact that the presence of the water film at the ice surface considerably
increases the voltage drop along the air gaps, which demonstrates the critical nature of the
melting regime. Furthermore, since the air gap close to the HV electrode has the higher voltage
drop, the voltage drop distribution is non-uniform. As shown in Table 6.2, it appears that the
voltage drop along the upper air gap, close to the HV electrode, for all configurations increases
above Vb (31.5% of applied voltage), which indicates that a partial arc can be initiated. The
appearance of the partial arc along the upper air gap close to the HV electrode leads to a
redistribution of the potential along the insulator. The voltage drop; Varc along an arc with length
X can thus be calculated using the following equation [93],

= 3.282 x(cm)

(6.2)

In this context, the partial arc across the upper air gap was taken into account in the
numerical simulations in order to reevaluate the potential redistribution along the other air gaps.
This redistribution of potential along the ice-covered insulator leads to partial arc appearance
along the second air gap from the top of the insulator, for all configurations.
Table 6.2. Voltage drop along air gaps.

Configuration number
Air gap number
Voltage drop (%)

1-ac
1
83.3

2-ac
2
1
2
14.5 72.0 16.8
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3-ac
3
9.4

1
2
47.0 23.2

3
16.7

4
12.1

This redistribution suggests that about 75.5%, 52% and 35.5% of the applied voltage
dropped along air gap 2 for configurations 1-ac, 2-ac and 3-ac respectively; which is higher than
the breakdown voltage of the air gap. Therefore, the occurrence of a partial arc across the first air
gap leads to the appearance of another partial arc across the second air gap for all configurations.
In this case, a new redistribution of potential may be presented for configurations 2-ac and 3-ac,
based on Equation (6.1). In the case of configuration 2-ac, an increase of about 28.5 % in applied
voltage was noted along the third air gap after the occurrence of a partial arc across second air
gap (Table 6.3). In this condition, the voltage drop across the third air gap from the top is higher
than the breakdown voltage. Thus, third partial arc appears along this third air gap. On the other
hand, for configuration 3-ac, the voltage drop across the third air gap as well as the last air gap,
close to the grounded electrode, is lower than the corresponding breakdown voltage. Hence, in
the case of configuration 3-ac, higher applied voltage is needed to initially breakdown the third
air gap and possibly the last air gap. This explains why the highest VMF value is obtained for this
four-air-gap configuration.

Table 6.3. Voltage drop along air gaps after the formation of a partial arc along second air gap.

Configuration number
Air gap number
Voltage drop for redistribution 1 (%)
Voltage drop for redistribution 2 (%)

1-ac
1
23. 0
-

2
75.5
-
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2-ac
1
2
23 .0 52.0
23. 0 23.0

3-ac
3
24. 0
52. 5

1
2
23 .0 35. 5
23. 0 23. 0

3
23.3
30.0

4
17.0
22.0

6.5. Conclusion
The two-arc model presented in Chapter 5 was compared to the experimental results of
ice-covered EHV insulators obtained previously. As an application, this model was used to study
the effects of some parameters on the minimum flashover voltage under different voltage types
and polarities. The V M F decreases with an increase in freezing water conductivity and increases
with an increase in insulator dry arc distance. There was good agreement between the measured
and calculated values of minimum flashover voltage and leakage current. The improved model
appears to be a powerful tool for the design of outdoor insulators in cold climate regions.

Furthermore, axisymmetric numerical simulations using the Finite Element Method
(FEM) to compute the potential distribution along the insulator and determine the partial arc
appearance onset along each air gap were performed in this chapter. The simulation results show
that the number and position of air gaps have substantial effects on the minimum flashover
voltage of ice-covered insulators. In the three-air-gap configurations tested under DC voltage, the
VMF shows the lowest value when two air gaps appear at the top and bottom of the insulator.
Also, it has the lowest value with configuration 2-ac when three air gaps were created at the top,
bottom and middle of the insulator under AC voltage. Numerical simulations can be helpful in
selecting the best booster sheds (BS) configuration under icing conditions.
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CONCLUSIONS AND
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CHAPTER 7
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

7.1. Concluding Remarks
A number of experiments based on different air gap positions were carried out under AC
and DC voltages to examine the flashover performance of EHV insulators covered with ice.
Also, a two-arc dynamic model was developed for predicting the AC and DC minimum
flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators. Based on the results obtained from the present study,
the following conclusions can be drawn.

1) Arc propagation over an ice surface was studied experimentally using high-speed video
camera techniques. The key findings of the analysis are summarized below:

a) Photos taken from arc propagation over an ice surface showed three arc paths, in parallel,
including the bulk ice, the water film layer and the air along the water film surface. Due
to higher conductivity of water film compared to that of bulk ice and air, the major part of
an arc propagates through water film surface.
b) The arc propagation process is completed in three stages. During the first stage, the arc
length remains shorter than 40% of the total insulator length, the average arc velocity is
low and voltage type as well as freezing water conductivity may not affect the
propagation velocity. In the second stage, the arc length expands from 40% to 80% of the
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insulator length while the arc propagation velocity increases rapidly. At the final stage,
flashover is complete and the arc reaches its maximum velocity.
c) The effect of freezing water conductivity, which governs surface conductivity, on the arc
velocities under DC and AC voltages were investigated. As water conductivity is
increased, more energy is injected into the arc channel, which accelerates the arc
propagation. Thus, it could be concluded that the higher the water conductivity, the
higher the arc velocity. Moreover, these results revealed that arc velocity under DC- is
higher than DC+and AC.
d) The critical arc length for flashover occurrence was measured and found to fall within 6080% of the total length of the insulator, independently of the initial air gap length and
position. This parameter can be considered as one of flashover criteria for arc modeling.

2) The number and position of air gaps have some obvious effects on the minimum
flashover voltage of ice-covered insulators. In the three air-gap configurations tested in
this study under AC and DC voltages, the minimum flashover voltage of the post
insulator under icing conditions was examined.

a) In the three air-gap configurations tested under DC, the VMF showed the lowest value
when two air gaps appeared at the top and bottom of the insulator. In fact, in the case of
configuration 3-de (one air gap at the top and one air gap at the bottom of the insulator),
the local arcs have longer initial lengths and could get their critical lengths earlier than
configurations 1-dc (air gap at the top of the insulator) and 2-dc (air gap at the bottom of
the insulator). This could explain why the V M F is higher for configurations 1-dc and 2-dc
than for configuration 3-de.
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b) In the three air-gap configurations tested under AC, the VMF showed the highest value
with the configuration including four air-gaps. Compared to configuration 1-ac (two air
gaps), the local arc in the case of three air gaps, has a longer initial length and reaches its
critical length sooner. Therefore, the VMF is lower in the case of a configuration
containing three air gaps rather than two air gaps. On the other hand, for configuration 3ac (four air gaps), the voltage drops across third and last air gaps (at the bottom end of the
insulator) are lower than the corresponding breakdown voltage. Hence, a higher applied
voltage was required for configuration 3-ac in order to breakdown the third and last air
gaps. Therefore, configuration 3-ac has the highest minimum flashover voltage.
c) The results obtained are of great importance as they can help in improving the electrical
performance of large insulators under icing conditions. This can be achieved by
controlling the number of air gaps through the installation of booster sheds and corona
rings on insulators.

3) Experimental results showed that the value of the minimum flashover and maximum
withstand voltages obtained under DC+ are higher than those gotten under DC- and AC
for different air gap configurations. The effect of polarity on the minimum flashover and
maximum withstand voltages under these conditions is within 15-25% according to
freezing water conductivity and insulator length. The polarity effect on the VMF of an icecovered insulator is likely due to different propagation mechanisms of the partial arcs
under each polarity.
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a) Since arc propagation velocity under DC- is higher than that of DC+ and AC, arcs can
reach their critical length for the final jump leading to flashover earlier. Therefore,
flashover happens at a lower voltage level under DC- than under DC+ and AC.
b) Because of the branched foot of the positive arc, the discharge current penetrates the
ice surface at several contact points. Therefore, the current constrictions cause added
electrical resistances, which lead to additional voltage drops and increases the VMF
under positive polarity.

4) The effect of two main parameters; namely freezing water conductivity and insulator
length on

VMF?

was investigated. A higher freezing conductivity resulted in a lower

minimum flashover voltage. Also, the minimum flashover voltage increased slightly nonlinearly with an increase in the insulator length.
5) The simulation results carried out with FEM-based software (COMSOL) showed that the
high permittivity of ice, compared to that of air and porcelain, leads to a high
equipotential line concentration across the air gaps, particularly for those close to the HV
electrode. During a melting period, almost 98% of the applied voltage is distributed along
the air gaps, regardless of their number and position.
6) Under icing conditions, when the insulator is covered with a wet-grown glaze ice, the
voltage distribution along the insulator is uneven. The simulation results showed that the
presence of air gaps can improve voltage distribution resulting in an enhancement of the
flashover performance of the ice-covered insulator.
7) The formation of a partial arc across an air gap leads to a redistribution of voltage along
an ice-covered insulator. Therefore, the presence of a partial arc along an air gap leads to
the appearance of a partial arc along another air gap. Due to the fact that the number of
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partial arcs is dependent upon the presence of air gaps, the flashover performance of an
insulator covered with ice varies with the position and number of air gaps.
8) To compute the accurate value of ice resistance, a novel approach was proposed to
establish a linear relationship between the equivalent surface conductivity and the
freezing water conductivity of an ice-covered post insulator during flashover. This
method was based on a number of measurements, carried out to determine the water film
thickness and its conductivity as well as the development of mathematical models, taking
into account the water film flow rate through the ice surface.
9) Due to the non-uniformity of the voltage, the leakage current and the temperature
distribution along an iced-covered insulator, the formation of a water film on its ice
surface was assumed non-uniform. Considering a conical frustum shape for the water
film, the variation of its thickness and its conductivity along the insulator were
calculated. Additionally, considerations of water film thickness and conductivity could be
helpful in simulating real boundary conditions for ice-covered insulators.
10) Based on the experimental results, two-arc dynamic models, under DC and AC, were
developed for predicting flashover parameters of ice-covered EHV insulators. The
minimum flashover voltage values predicted by the model respond in an inherently
cohesive manner to the variation of the main parameters such as the freezing water
conductivity, the insulator length and voltage type. Higher insulator lengths and lower
freezing water conductivities result in higher minimum flashover voltage. Good
agreement was also observed between the flashover voltage calculated from the improved
two-arc model and those obtained experimentally on EHV insulators.
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1 l)The improved model is also a good basis for the development of multi-arc models and a
powerful tool for the design and selection of EHV insulators subjected to ice accretion.
Further studies concerning arc resistance measurements as a function of its temperature
are needed to improve the present model for estimating arc parameters with higher
accuracy.

7.2. Recommendations for future work
1) Due to the lack of DC flashover results on long insulators, a primary recommendation
might involve re-adjusting the proposed model by carrying out several DC flashover tests
on long post insulators under icing conditions.
2) Since long insulators are used for ultra-high voltage network, more than two arcs
resulting from created air gaps can appear along insulators, leading to flashover. Hence, it
is recommended to establish a multi-arc model to predict flashover behavior of icecovered insulators precisely.
3) Experimental results show that air gaps have significant influences on flashover
performance of ice-covered insulators. Hence, it is suggested to consider other air gap
positions to achieve an optimized air gap configuration for each given insulator length.
This might be helpful in selecting booster sheds positions.
4) In order to improve the flashover voltage of insulators under icing conditions, the
assessment of flashover performance of insulators using existing alternatives, such as
installation of booster sheds and corona rings along insulators under DC voltage, is
recommended.
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5) To complete the current model, the determination of the relationship between arc
conductivity and arc temperature under icing conditions is suggested. In addition, to
improve the equations related to the variation of water film thickness and its conductivity,
measuring arc temperatures propagating through ice-covered insulators is recommended.
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